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SAN MIGUEL PURE FOODS COMPANY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(Amounts in Thousands)

				
December 31
								

Note		

ASSETS
Current Assets			
Cash and cash equivalents
6, 28, 29		
Trade and other receivables - net
7, 28, 29
Inventories - net
8
Biological assets
9
Derivative assets
29
Prepayments and other current assets		
Total Current Assets		
Noncurrent Assets
		
Investment properties - net
11
Property, plant and equipment - net
12
Biological assets - net
9
Goodwill and other intangible assets - net
13
Deferred tax assets
23
Pension and other noncurrent assets
24, 29
Total Noncurrent Assets		
			

2008		

2007

P2,782,206		
7,762,091
11,804,788
2,932,421
35,757
814,808
26,132,071

P1,342,643
7,530,107
10,053,498
2,324,265
437,960
934,277
22,622,750

71,727
8,058,423
1,115,963
326,600
1,096,259
200,988
10,869,960
P37,002,031		

56,366
8,251,252
880,271
324,937
940,991
267,935
10,721,752
P33,344,502

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY		
Current Liabilities 		
Notes payable
14, 28, 29 ` P11,666,380		
Trade payables and other current liabilities
15, 28, 29		
9,850,465		
Income tax payable			
208,860		
Total Current Liabilities		
21,725,705
Noncurrent Liabilities			
Pension liability
24
77,458
Deferred tax liabilities
23
238,260
Total Noncurrent Liabilities		
315,718
Stockholders’ Equity
16		
Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent			
Capital stock		
1,454,510
Additional paid-in capital		
5,821,288
Revaluation surplus		
18,219
Cumulative translation adjustments			
(70,416)		
Retained earnings		
5,584,315
Treasury stock			
(182,094)		
		
12,625,822
Minority Interests		
2,334,786
Total Stockholders’ Equity		
14,960,608
			 P37,002,031		

P8,639,671
9,099,111
349,888
18,088,670
92,608
353,082
445,690
1,454,510
5,821,288
18,219
(64,189)
5,507,121
(182,094)
12,554,855
2,255,287
14,810,142
P33,344,502

See Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.			
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SAN MIGUEL PURE FOODS COMPANY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2008 AND 2007
(With Comparative Figures for 2006)
(Amounts in Thousands, Except Per Share Data)

						

Note		

REVENUES
COST OF SALES

31

2007		

2006

17, 25		 P71,075,925		 P62,052,029		 P52,963,218
18, 25, 31

GROSS PROFIT		
SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

2008		

19, 25

60,819,761

52,091,677

44,629,193

10,256,164

9,960,352

8,334,025

(8,413,553)

(7,564,430)

(6,441,110)

INTEREST EXPENSE

22		

(774,597)		

(604,877)		

(528,922)

INTEREST INCOME

22		

54,323		

84,407		

83,150

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS

10		

- 		

- 		

37,348

OTHER INCOME (CHARGES) - Net
22		
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX			
INCOME TAX EXPENSE
23		
NET INCOME 			
ATTRIBUTABLE TO				
Equity holders of the Parent			
Minority interests			
		
Basic and Diluted Earnings Per Share
26		
See Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.		

(504,781)		
617,556		
468,870		
P148,686		

(777,154)		
13,511
1,098,298		
1,498,002
916,205		
494,458
P182,093		 P1,003,544

P77,194		
71,492		
P148,686
P0.55

P30,591
P631,577
151,502		
371,967
P182,093
P1,003,544
P0.22
P8.97
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SAN MIGUEL PURE FOODS COMPANY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(With Comparative Figures for 2006)
(Amounts in Thousands, Unless Otherwise Indicated)

1. Corporate Information
San Miguel Pure Foods Company, Inc. (the “Company”) is incorporated in the Philippines. The consolidated financial
statements of the Company as at and for the year ended December 31, 2008 comprise the financial statements
of the Company and its Subsidiaries (collectively referred to as the “Group”). The Company is a public company
under Section 17.2 of the Securities Regulation Code and its shares are listed in the Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.
(PSE). The Group is involved in poultry operations, livestock farming and processing and selling of meat products,
processing and marketing of refrigerated and canned meat products, manufacturing and marketing of feeds and
flour products, cooking oils, breadfill, snacks, noodles, desserts and dairy-based products, and importation and
marketing of coffee and coffee-related products. The registered office address of the Company is JMT Corporate
Condominium, ADB Avenue, Ortigas Center, Pasig City.
San Miguel Corporation (SMC) is the ultimate parent company of the Group.
The consolidated financial statements of the Group as at and for the year ended December 31, 2008 were authorized
for issue by the Board of Directors (BOD) on March 19, 2009.
2. Basis of Preparation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for
derivative financial instruments and available-for-sale (AFS) investments which have been measured at fair value
and agricultural produce which has been measured at fair market value less point-of-sale costs.
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is the Group’s functional currency and
all values are rounded to the nearest thousand (P000), except when otherwise indicated.
Statement of Compliance
The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared in compliance with the Philippine Financial
Reporting Standards (PFRS). PFRS includes statements named PFRS and Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS),
including Philippine interpretations from International Financial Reporting Interpretation Committee (IFRIC), issued
by the Financial Reporting Standards Council (FRSC).
Basis of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and the following subsidiaries:
		
Country of Incorporation
San Miguel Foods, Inc. (SMFI)
San Miguel Mills, Inc. (SMMI)*
Magnolia, Inc. and subsidiary (Magnolia)
Monterey Foods Corporation (Monterey)**
PT San Miguel Pure Foods Indonesia Ltd. (PTSMPFI)
San Miguel Super Coffeemix Co., Inc. (SMSCCI)
The Purefoods-Hormel Company, Inc. (PF-Hormel)
RealSnacks Mfg. Corp. (RealSnacks)***

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Indonesia
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

* Consolidated with SMFI in 2007.
** Consolidated effective January 1, 2007. Increase in ownership effective October 2008.
*** Incorporated in April 2004 and has not yet started commercial operations
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Percentage of Ownership
2008
2007
100.00
100.00
100.00
97.68
75.00
70.00
60.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
95.95
75.00
70.00
60.00
100.00

A subsidiary is an entity controlled by the Group. Control exists when the Group has the power, directly or indirectly,
to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefit from its activities. In assessing
control, potential voting rights that are presently exercisable or convertible are taken into account. The financial
statements of the subsidiary are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control
commences until the date control ceases.
The consolidated financial statements are prepared for the same reporting period as the Company, using uniform
accounting policies for like transactions and other events in similar circumstances. Intergroup balances and
transactions, including intergroup and unrealized profits and losses, are eliminated in preparing the consolidated
financial statements.
Minority interests represent the portion of profit or loss and net assets not held by the Group and are presented in
the consolidated balance sheets, separately from equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent Company.
Minority interests represent the interests not held by the Company in PF-Hormel, Monterey, PTSMPFI and SMSCCI in
2008 and 2007 and are presented separately in the consolidated statements of income and within the stockholders’
equity in the consolidated balance sheets.
3. Significant Accounting Policies
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently by the Group to all periods presented in the
consolidated financial statements.
Adoption of New Standards, Amendments to Standards and Interpretations
The FRSC approved the adoption of new standards, amendments to standards, and interpretations as part of PFRS.
Amendments to Standards and Interpretations Adopted in 2008
Starting January 1, 2008, the Group adopted the following amended PAS and Philippine Interpretations from IFRIC:
•

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 11, PFRS 2 - Group and Treasury Share Transactions: This interpretation addresses
how to apply PFRS 2, Share-based Payment, to share-based payment arrangements involving an entity’s own
equity instruments and share-based payment arrangements involving equity instruments of the parent
company, where a parent company grants rights to its equity instruments to the employees of its subsidiary or
a subsidiary grants rights to equity instruments of its parent company to its employees.

•

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 14, PAS 19 - The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding Requirements and
their Interaction: This interpretation provides general guidance on how to assess the limit in PAS 19, Employee
Benefits, on the amount of the surplus that can be recognized as an asset. It also explains how the pension asset
or liability may be affected when there is a statutory or contractual minimum funding requirement.

•

Amendments to PAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, and PFRS 7, Financial Instruments:
Disclosures: These standards permit an entity to reclassify non-derivative financial assets, other than those
designated at fair value through profit or loss upon initial recognition, out of the trading category in certain
circumstances. The amendments also permit an entity to transfer from the available-for-sale category to the
loans and receivables category a financial asset that otherwise would have met the definition of loans and
receivables, if the entity has the intention and ability to hold that financial asset for the foreseeable future.

The adoption of these foregoing amendments to PAS and Philippine Interpretations from IFRIC did not have
a material effect on the consolidated financial statements, however, the amendments to standards gave rise to
additional disclosures (Note 28).
New Standards, Revisions and Amendments to Standards, and Interpretations Not Yet Adopted
The following are the new standards, revisions and amendments to standards, and interpretations which are not
yet effective for the year ended December 31, 2008, and have not been applied in preparing these consolidated
financial statements:
•

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 13, Customer Loyalty Programmes: This interpretation, which will become
mandatory for the Group’s 2009 financial statements, addresses the accounting by entities that operate, or
otherwise participate in, customer loyalty programmes under which the customer can redeem credits for
awards such as free or discounted goods or services.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
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•

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 16, Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation: This interpretation, which
will become effective for financial years beginning on or after October 1, 2008, applies to all entities using net
investment hedging for investments in foreign operations and clarifies that net investment hedging can be
applied only when the net assets of the foreign operation are included in the financial statements of the entity.
The requirements in the interpretation do not apply to other forms of hedge accounting under PAS 39 and
cannot be applied by analogy. IFRIC 16 provides guidance on the following issues: a) nature of the hedged risk
and the amount of the hedged item for which a hedging relationship may be designated; b) where the hedging
instrument can be held and assessing hedge effectiveness; and c) disposal of a foreign operation.

•

PFRS 8, Operating Segments: This will be effective beginning January 1, 2009 and will replace PAS 14, Segment
Reporting. This standard introduces the “management approach” to segment reporting and will require a change
in the presentation and disclosure of segment information based on the internal reports regularly reviewed by
the Group’s Chief Operating Decision Maker in order to assess each segment’s performance and to allocate
resources to them. Currently, the Group presents segment information by business and geographical segments
(Note 5).

•

Revised PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements: This will be effective for financial periods beginning on
or after January 1, 2009. The standard has been revised to introduce the term total comprehensive income,
which represents changes in equity during a period other than those changes resulting from transactions with
owners in their capacity as owners. Total comprehensive income may be presented in either a single statement
of comprehensive income (effectively combining both the income statement and all non-owner changes in
equity in a single statement), or in an income statement and a separate statement of comprehensive income.

•

Revised PAS 23, Borrowing Costs: This will be effective for financial periods beginning on or after January 1, 2009.
The standard removes the option to expense borrowing costs and requires an entity to capitalize borrowing
costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset as part of the cost
of that asset.

•

Amendments to PAS 32, Financial Instruments: Disclosures and Presentation and PAS 1, Presentation of Financial
Statements - Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation: These amendments will be
effective for financial periods beginning on or after January 1, 2009. The standard has been amended to require
puttable instruments, and instruments that impose on the entity an obligation to deliver to another party a pro
rata share of the net assets of the entity only on liquidation, to be classified as equity if certain conditions are
met.

•

Amendment to PFRS 2, Share-based Payment - Vesting Conditions and Cancellations: This will be effective for
financial periods beginning on or after January 1, 2009. The standard has been amended to clarify the definition
of vesting conditions, introduce the concept of non-vesting conditions, require non-vesting conditions to
be reflected in grant-date fair value and provide the accounting treatment for non-vesting conditions and
cancellations.

•

Amended PFRS 1,   First Time Adoption of Philippine Financial Reporting Standards and PAS 27, Cost of an Investment
in a Subsidiary, Jointly Controlled Entity or Associate: These amendments become effective for financial periods
beginning on or after January 1, 2009. The amendments to PFRS 1 allow a first-time adopter, at its date of
transition to IFRS in its separate financial statements, to use deemed cost to account for an investment in a
subsidiary, jointly controlled entity or associate. The amendments to PAS 27 remove the definition of “cost
method” currently set out in PAS 27, and instead require all dividend from a subsidiary, jointly controlled entity
or associate to be recognized as income in the separate financial statements of the investor when the right to
receive the dividend is established.

•

Improvements to PFRS 2008, discusses 35 amendments and is divided into two parts: a) Part I includes 24
amendments that result in accounting changes for presentation, recognition or measurement purposes; and
b) Part II includes 11 terminology or editorial amendments that the International Accounting Standards Board
expects to have either no or only minimal effects on accounting. These amendments are generally effective for
financial periods beginning on or after January 1, 2009.

•

Revised PFRS 3, Business Combinations: This incorporates the following changes that are likely to be relevant to
the Group’s operations:
•

The definition of a business has been broadened, which is likely to result in more acquisitions being
treated as business combinations.

•

Contingent consideration will be measured at fair value, with subsequent changes therein recognised in
profit or loss.
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•

Transaction costs, other than share and debt issue costs, will be expensed as incurred.

•

Any pre-existing interest in the acquiree will be measured at fair value with the gain or loss recognised
in profit or loss.

•

Any non-controlling (minority) interest will be measured at either fair value, or at its proportionate
interest in the identifiable assets and liabilities of the acquiree, on a transaction-by-transaction basis.

Revised PFRS 3 will become mandatory for the Group’s 2010 consolidated financial statements.
•

Amended PAS 27, Consolidated and Separate Financial Statement: This amendment requires accounting for
changes in ownership interests by the Group in a subsidiary, while maintaining control, to be recognized as an
equity transaction. When the Group losses control of a subsidiary, any interest retained in the former subsidiary
will be measured at fair value with the gain or loss recognized in profit or loss. The amendments to PAS 27 will
become mandatory for the Group’s 2010 consolidated financial statements.

•

Amendments to PAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement - Eligible Hedged Items: These
amendments become effective for financial periods beginning on or after July 1, 2009. The standard has been
amended to provide for the following: a) new application guidance to clarify the existing principles that
determine whether specific risks or portions of cash flows are eligible for designation in a hedge relationship;
and b) additional application guidance on qualifying items; assessing hedge effectiveness; and designation of
financial items as hedged items.

•

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC-17, Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners: This interpretation becomes
effective for financial periods beginning on or after July 1, 2009. This interpretation provides guidance on the
accounting for non-reciprocal distributions of non-cash assets to owners acting in their capacity as owners.
It also applies to distributions in which the owners may elect to receive either the non-cash asset or a cash
alternative. The liability for the dividend payable is measured at the fair value of the assets to be distributed.

The Group will assess the impact of the new standards, revisions and amendments to standards, and interpretations
upon adoption.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash includes cash on hand and in banks. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are
readily convertible to known amounts of cash with original maturities of three months or less and are subject to an
insignificant risk of change in value.
Financial Assets and Liabilities
Date of Recognition. The Group recognizes a financial asset or a financial liability in the consolidated balance sheets
when it becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. In the case of a regular way purchase or
sale of financial assets, recognition and derecognition, as applicable, is done using settlement date accounting.
Initial Recognition of Financial Instruments. Financial instruments are recognized initially at fair value, which is the
fair value of the consideration given (in case of an asset) or received (in case of a liability). The fair value of the
consideration given or received is determined by reference to the transaction price or other market prices. If such
market prices are not reliably determinable, the fair value of the consideration is estimated as the sum of all future
cash payments or receipts, discounted using the prevailing market rate of interest for similar instruments with similar
maturities. The initial measurement of financial instruments, except for those designated at fair value through profit
and loss (FVPL), includes transaction costs.
Subsequent to initial recognition, the Group classifies its financial assets in the following categories: held-to-maturity
(HTM) financial assets, available-for-sale (AFS) investments, FVPL financial assets, and loans and receivables. The
classification depends on the purpose for which the investments are acquired and whether they are quoted in an
active market. Management determines the classification of its financial assets at initial recognition and, where
allowed and appropriate, re-evaluates such designation at every reporting date.
Determination of Fair Value. The fair value for financial instruments traded in active markets at the balance sheet
date is based on their quoted market price or dealer price quotation (bid price for long positions and ask price for
short positions), without any deduction for transaction costs. When current bid and asking prices are not available,
the price of the most recent transaction provides evidence of the current fair value as long as there has not been a
significant change in economic circumstances since the time of the transaction.
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For all other financial instruments not listed in an active market, the fair value is determined by using appropriate
valuation techniques. Valuation techniques include net present value techniques, comparison to similar instruments
for which market observable prices exist, options pricing models, and other relevant valuation models.
Day 1 Profit. Where the transaction price in a non-active market is different from the fair value of the other observable
current market transactions in the same instrument or based on a valuation technique whose variables include only
data from observable market, the Group recognizes the difference between the transaction price and fair value (a
Day 1 Profit) in the consolidated statements of income unless it qualifies for recognition as some other type of asset.
In cases where use is made of data which is not observable, the difference between the transaction price and model
value is only recognized in the consolidated statements of income when the inputs become observable or when the
instrument is derecognized. For each transaction, the Group determines the appropriate method of recognizing the
‘day 1’ profit amount.
Financial Assets
Financial Assets at FVPL. Financial assets at FVPL include financial assets held for trading and financial assets
designated upon initial recognition as at FVPL.
Financial assets are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of selling in the near term. Gains
or losses on investments held for trading are recognized in the consolidated statements of income.
Financial assets may be designated by management at initial recognition as at FVPL, when any of the following
criteria is met:
•

the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would otherwise arise from
measuring the assets or recognizing gains or losses on a different basis; or

•

the assets are part of a group of financial assets, financial liabilities or both which are managed and their
performances are evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented risk management or
investment strategy; or

•

the financial instrument contains an embedded derivative, unless the embedded derivative does not significantly
modify the cash flows or it is clear, with little or no analysis, that it would not be separately recorded.

Derivatives are also classified as held for trading unless they are designated as effective hedging instruments.
The Group accounts for its derivative transactions (including embedded derivatives) under this category with
fair value changes being reported directly to profit or loss, except when the derivative is treated as an effective
accounting hedge, in which the fair value change is deferred in equity under “Cumulative translation adjustments”
account.
Included in this category are the Group’s derivative financial instruments with positive fair values that are not
accounted for under hedge accounting (Note 29).
The carrying values of financial assets under this category amounted to P35.8 million and P438.0 million as of
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively (Note 29).
Loans and Receivables. Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
that are not quoted in an active market. They are not entered into with the intention of immediate or short-term
resale and are not designated as AFS or financial asset at FVPL. Loans and receivables are carried at cost or amortized
cost, less impairment in value. Amortization is determined using the effective interest method.
The Group’s cash and cash equivalents and trade and other receivables are included in this category (Notes 6 and
7).
The carrying values of financial assets under this category amounted to P10,544.3 million and P8,872.8 million as of
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively (Note 29).
HTM Investments. HTM investments are quoted non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
and fixed maturities for which the Group’s management has the positive intention and ability to hold to maturity.
Where the Group sells other than an insignificant amount of HTM investments, the entire category would be tainted
and classified as AFS investments. After initial measurement, these investments are measured at amortized cost
using the effective interest method, less impairment in value. Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account
any discount or premium on acquisition and fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate.
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Gains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statements of income when the HTM investments are
derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization process.
The Group has no investments classified as held-to-maturity as of December 31, 2008 and 2007.
AFS Investments. AFS investments are non-derivative financial assets that are designated in this category or are not
classified in any of the other categories. Subsequent to initial recognition, AFS investments are carried at fair value
in the consolidated balance sheets. Changes in the fair value of such assets are reported in the stockholders’ equity
section of the consolidated balance sheets until the investment is derecognized or the investment is determined
to be impaired. On derecognition or impairment, the cumulative gain or loss previously reported in stockholders’
equity is transferred to the consolidated statements of income. Interest earned on holding AFS investments are
recognized in the consolidated statements of income using effective interest rate.
The Group’s investments in shares of stocks included under “Pension and other noncurrent assets” are classified
under this category (Note 29).
The carrying values of financial assets under this category amounted to P11.4 million and P11.3 million as of
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively (Note 29).
Financial Liabilities
Financial Liability at FVPL. Financial liabilities are classified in this category if these result from trading activities or
derivative transactions that are not accounted for as accounting hedges, or when the Group elects to designate a
financial liability under this category.
Included in this category are the Group’s derivative financial instruments with negative fair values that are not
accounted for under cash flow hedge accounting (Note 29).
The carrying values of financial liabilities under this category amounted to P144.2 million and P0.03 million as of
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively (Note 29).
Other Financial Liabilities. This category pertains to financial liabilities that are not held for trading or not designated
as at FVPL upon the inception of the liability. These include liabilities arising from operations or borrowings.
The financial liabilities are recognized initially at fair value and are subsequently carried at amortized cost, taking
into account the impact of applying the effective interest method of amortization (or accretion) for any related
premium, discount and any directly attributable transaction costs.
Included in this category are the Group’s notes payable and trade payables and other current liabilities (Notes 14,
15 and 29).
The carrying values of financial liabilities under this category amounted to P21,372.6 million and P17,738.7 million
as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively (Note 29).
Derivative Financial Instruments and Hedging
Freestanding Derivatives
For the purpose of hedge accounting, hedges are classified as either: a) fair value hedges when hedging the exposure
to changes in the fair value of a recognized asset or liability or an unrecognized firm commitment (except for foreign
currency risk); b) cash flow hedges when hedging exposure to variability in cash flows that is either attributable to a
particular risk associated with a recognized asset or liability or a highly probable forecast transaction or the foreign
currency risk in an unrecognized firm commitment; or c) hedges of a net investment in foreign operations.
At the inception of a hedge relationship, the Group formally designates and documents the hedge relationship to
which the Group wishes to apply hedge accounting and the risk management objective and strategy for undertaking
the hedge. The documentation includes identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged item or transaction,
the nature of the risk being hedged and how the entity will assess the hedging instrument’s effectiveness in offsetting
the exposure to changes in the hedged item’s fair value or cash flows attributable to the hedged risk. Such hedges
are expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting changes in fair value or cash flows and are assessed on
an on-going basis to determine that they actually have been highly effective throughout the financial reporting
periods for which they were designated.
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Fair Value Hedge. Derivatives classified as fair value hedges are carried at fair value with corresponding change in
fair value recognized in the consolidated statements of income. The carrying amount of the hedged asset or liability
is also adjusted for changes in fair value attributable to the hedged item and the gain or loss associated with that
remeasurement is also recognized in the consolidated statements of income.
When the hedge ceases to be highly effective, hedge accounting is discontinued and the adjustment to the carrying
amount of a hedged financial instrument is amortized immediately.
As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, the Group has no outstanding derivatives accounted for as fair value hedges.
Cash Flow Hedge. Changes in the fair value of a hedging instrument that qualifies as a highly effective cash flow
hedge are included in the consolidated statements of changes in stockholders’ equity under “Cumulative translation
adjustments” account. The ineffective portion is immediately recognized in the consolidated statements of income.
If the hedged cash flow results in the recognition of an asset or a liability, all gains and losses previously recognized
directly in stockholders’ equity are transferred from stockholders’ equity and included in the initial measurement of
the cost or carrying value of the asset or liability. Otherwise, for all other cash flow hedges, gains and losses initially
recognized in stockholders’ equity are transferred from stockholders’ equity to net income in the same period or
periods during which the hedged forecasted transaction or recognized asset or liability affect the consolidated
statements of income.
When the hedge ceases to be highly effective, hedge accounting is discontinued prospectively. In this case, the
cumulative gain or loss on the hedging instrument that has been reported directly in stockholders’ equity is retained
in stockholders’ equity until the forecasted transaction occurs. When the forecasted transaction is no longer
expected to occur, any net cumulative gain or loss previously reported in stockholders’ equity is recognized in the
consolidated statements of income.
As of December 31, 2008, the Group has outstanding commodity options designated as effective cash flow hedges.
As of December 31, 2007, the Group has no outstanding derivatives designated as effective cash flow hedges.
Net Investment Hedge. As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, the Group has no hedge of a net investment in a foreign
operation.
For derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting, any gains or losses arising from changes in fair value of
derivatives are taken directly to profit or loss during the year incurred.
Embedded Derivatives
The Group assesses whether embedded derivatives are required to be separated from host contracts when the
Group becomes a party to the contract.
An embedded derivative is separated from the host contract and accounted for as a derivative if all of the following
conditions are met: a) the economic characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to
the economic characteristics and risks of the host contract; b) a separate instrument with the same terms as the
embedded derivative would meet the definition of a derivative; and c) the hybrid or combined instrument is not
recognized at fair value through profit or loss. Reassessment only occurs if there is a change in the terms of the
contract that significantly modifies the cash flows that would otherwise be required.
Derecognition of Financial Assets and Liabilities
Financial Assets. A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a group of similar financial
assets) is derecognized when:
•

the rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired;

•

the Group retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an obligation to pay them in
full without material delay to a third party under a ‘pass-through’ arrangement; or

•

the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either (a) has transferred substantially
all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and
rewards of the asset, but has transferred control of the asset.

When the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset and has neither transferred nor retained
substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, the asset is recognized to the extent of the Group’s continuing
involvement in the asset.
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Financial Liabilities. A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or
cancelled or expired.
When an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially different terms,
or the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as a
derecognition of the original liability and the recognition of a new liability, and the difference in the respective
carrying amounts is recognized in the consolidated statements of income.
Impairment of Financial Assets
The Group assesses at each balance sheet date whether a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.
Assets Carried at Amortized Cost. If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables
carried at amortized cost has been incurred, the amount of loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s
carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses) discounted
at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate (i.e., the effective interest rate computed at initial recognition).
The carrying amount of the asset shall be reduced either directly or through the use of an allowance account. The
amount of loss shall be recognized in the consolidated statements of income.
The Group first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment exists individually for financial assets that are
individually significant, and individually or collectively for financial assets that are not individually significant. If it
is determined that no objective evidence of impairment exists for an individually assessed financial asset, whether
significant or not, the asset is included in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk characteristics and that
group of financial assets is collectively assessed for impairment. Assets that are individually assessed for impairment
and for which an impairment loss is or continues to be recognized are not included in a collective assessment of
impairment.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related objectively
to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss is reversed.
Any subsequent reversal of an impairment loss is recognized in the consolidated statements of income, to the extent
that the carrying value of the asset does not exceed its amortized cost at the reversal date.
Assets Carried at Cost. If there is objective evidence of an impairment loss on an unquoted equity instrument that is
not carried at fair value because its fair value cannot be reliably measured, or of a derivative asset that is linked to
and must be settled by delivery of such an unquoted equity instrument, the amount of the loss is measured as the
difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at
the current market rate of return for a similar financial asset.
AFS Financial Assets. If an AFS financial asset is impaired, an amount comprising the difference between the cost (net
of any principal payment and amortization) and its current fair value, less any impairment loss on that financial asset
previously recognized in the consolidated statements of income, is transferred from consolidated statements of
changes in stockholders’ equity to the consolidated statements of income. Reversals in respect of equity instruments
classified as AFS are not recognized in profit. Reversals of impairment losses on debt instruments are reversed
through profit or loss, if the increase in fair value of the instrument can be objectively related to an event occurring
after the impairment loss was recognized in the consolidated statements of income.
Classification of Financial Instruments Between Debt and Equity
A financial instrument is classified as debt if it provides for a contractual obligation to:
•

deliver cash or another financial assets to another entity; or

•

exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially
unfavorable to the Group; or

•

satisfy the obligation other than by the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial asset for a fixed
number of own equity shares.

If the Group does not have an unconditional right to avoid delivering cash or another financial asset to settle its
contractual obligation, the obligation meets the definition of a financial liability.
Offsetting Financial Instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount is reported in the consolidated balance sheets
if, and only if, there is a currently enforceable legal right to offset the recognized amounts and there is an intention
to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. This is not generally the case with
master netting agreements, and the related assets and liabilities are presented gross in the consolidated balance
sheets.
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Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value. Costs incurred in bringing each inventory to its
present location and conditions are accounted for as follows:
Finished goods and goods
in process			
		
		
Raw materials, feeds, 		 feed ingredients, factory
supplies and others

cost includes direct materials and labor and a proportion of
manufacturing overhead costs based on normal operating
capacity but excluding borrowing costs; costs are determined
on a moving average method;
at cost using the moving average method

Net realizable value of finished goods and goods in process is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of
business, less the estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.
Net realizable value of raw materials, feeds, feed ingredients, factory supplies and others is the current replacement
cost.
Biological Assets and Agricultural Produce
The Group’s biological assets include breeding, growing poultry livestock, hogs and cattle and goods in process
which are grouped according to their physical state, transformation capacity (breeding, growing or laying), as well
as their particular stage in the production process.
Growing hogs, cattle and poultry livestock and goods in process are carried at accumulated costs while breeding
stocks are carried at accumulated costs, net of amortization and any impairment in value. The costs and expenses
incurred up to the start of the productive stage are accumulated and amortized over the estimated productive lives
of the breeding stocks. The Group uses this method of valuation since fair value cannot be measured reliably. The
Group’s biological assets have no active market and no active market for similar assets prior to point of harvest are
available in the Philippine poultry and hog industries. Further, the existing sector benchmarks are determined to
be irrelevant and the estimates (i.e., revenues due to highly volatile prices, input costs, efficiency values, production)
necessary to compute for the present value of expected net cash flows comprise a wide range of data which will not
result to a reliable basis for determining the fair value.
The carrying values of the biological assets are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying value may not be recoverable.
The Group’s agricultural produce, which consists of grown broilers and marketable hogs and cattle harvested from
the Group’s biological assets, are measured at their fair value less estimated point-of-sale costs at the point of harvest.
The fair value of grown broilers is based on the quoted prices for harvested mature grown broilers in the market at
the time of harvest. For marketable hogs and cattle, the fair value is based on the quoted prices in the market at any
given time.
The Group in general, does not carry any inventory of agricultural produce at any given time as these are either sold
as live broilers, hogs and cattle or transferred to the different poultry or meat processing plants and immediately
transformed into processed or dressed chicken and carcass.
Amortization is computed using straight-line method over the following estimated productive lives of breeding
stocks:
Number of Years
Hogs - sow
Hogs - boar
Cattle
Poultry breeding stock

3 years or 6 births, whichever is shorter
2.5 - 3 years
2.5 - 3 years
40 - 44 weeks

Investment in an Associate
The Group’s investment in its associate is accounted for under the equity method of accounting. An associate is an
entity in which the Group has significant influence and which is neither a subsidiary nor a joint venture.
Under the equity method, the investment in associate is carried in the consolidated balance sheets at cost plus
post-acquisition changes in the Group’s share in net assets of the associate. Goodwill relating to the associate is
included in the carrying amount of the investment and is not amortized. After application of the equity method,
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the Group determines whether it is necessary to recognize any additional impairment loss with respect to the
Group’s net investment in the associate. The consolidated statements of income reflect the share in the results of
operations of the associate. Where there has been a change recognized directly in the equity of the associate, the
Group recognizes its share in any changes and discloses this, when applicable, in the consolidated statements of
changes in stockholders’ equity. Profits and losses resulting from transactions between the Group and the associate
are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the associate.
An investment in an associate is accounted for using the equity method from the date when it becomes an associate.
On acquisition of the investment, any difference between the cost of the investment and the investor’s share in the
net fair value of the associate’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities is accounted for in accordance
with PFRS 3, Business Combinations. Consequently:
a. Goodwill relating to an associate is included in the carrying amount of investment. However, amortization of
that goodwill is not permitted and is therefore not included in the determination of the Group’s share in the
associate’s profit or loss.
b. Any excess of the Group’s share in the net fair value of the associate’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities over the cost of the investment is excluded from the carrying amount of the investment and is instead
included as income in the determination of the Group’s share in the associate’s profit or loss in the period in
which the investment is acquired.
The Group discontinues applying the equity method when its investment in an associate is reduced to zero.
Additional losses are provided only to the extent that the Group has incurred obligations or made payments on
behalf of the associate to satisfy obligations of the investee that the Group has guaranteed or otherwise committed.
If the investee subsequently reports profits, the Group resumes applying the equity method only after its share of
the profits equals the share of net losses not recognized during the period the equity method was suspended.
The reporting dates of the associate and the Group are identical and the associate’s accounting policies conform to
those used by the Group for like transactions and events in similar circumstances.
Interest in Joint Venture
A joint venture is a contractual arrangement whereby two or more parties undertake an economic activity that is
subject to joint control, and a jointly controlled entity is a joint venture that involves the establishment of a separate
entity in which each venturer has an interest.
The Group discontinues the use of the equity method from the date on which it ceases to have joint control over, or
have significant influence in, a jointly controlled entity (Note 10).
Investment Properties
Investment properties represent land and buildings held to earn rentals and/or for capital appreciation. Buildings
are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment in value. The carrying amount of buildings
includes the cost of replacing part of an existing investment property at the time the cost is incurred, if the recognition
criteria are met, and excludes the costs of day-to-day servicing of an investment property. Land is stated at cost less
any impairment in value.
Depreciation on buildings is computed using the straight-line method over 20 to 40 years.
An investment property is derecognized when it has been disposed of or when it is permanently withdrawn from
use and no future economic benefit is expected from its disposal. Any gains and losses on the retirement and
disposal of investment property are recognized in the consolidated statement of income in the period of retirement
or disposal.
Transfers are made to investment properties when, and only when, there is a change in use, commencement of an
operating lease to another party or ending of construction or development. Transfers are made from investment
properties when, and only when, there is a change in use, evidenced by commencement of the Group’s occupation
or commencement of development with a view to sale.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment, except land, are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization and
any impairment in value. Such cost includes the cost of replacing part of the property, plant and equipment at the
time that cost is incurred, if the recognition criteria are met, and excludes the costs of day-to-day servicing. Land is
stated at cost less any impairment in value.
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The initial cost of property, plant and equipment comprises of its construction cost or purchase price, including
import duties, taxes and any directly attributable costs in bringing the asset to its working condition and location
for its intended use. Cost also includes any related asset retirement obligation and interest incurred during the
construction period on funds borrowed to finance the construction of the projects. Expenditures incurred after
the asset has been put into operation, such as repairs, maintenance and overhaul costs, are normally recognized as
expense in the period the costs are incurred. Major repairs are capitalized as part of property, plant and equipment
only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the items will flow to the Group and the cost
of the items can be measured reliably.
Construction in progress represents structures under construction and is stated at cost. This includes the costs
of construction, property and equipment and other direct costs. Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to
the construction of property, plant and equipment are capitalized during the construction period. Construction in
progress is not depreciated until such time that the relevant assets are ready for use.
Depreciation and amortization are computed using the straight-line method over the following estimated useful
lives of the assets:
Number of Years
Land improvements
Buildings and improvements
Machinery and equipment
Office furniture and equipment
Transportation equipment
Factory furniture, equipment and others

5 - 10
5 - 50
5 - 20
3-5
5
3-5

The remaining useful lives and depreciation and amortization method are reviewed periodically to ensure that
such periods and method of depreciation and amortization are consistent with the expected pattern of economic
benefits from the items of property, plant and equipment.
The carrying values of property, plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying value may not be recoverable.
Fully depreciated and amortized assets are retained in the accounts until they are no longer in use and no further
depreciation and amortization is credited or charged to current operations.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when it is permanently withdrawn from
use and no future economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition
of the asset (calculated as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is
included in the consolidated statement of income in the year the asset is derecognized.
Business Combinations and Goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. The cost of acquisition is the
aggregate of the fair values, at the date of exchange of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed and equity
instruments issued by the acquirer, in exchange for control over the net assets of the acquired company, plus any
directly attributable costs. The identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities that satisfy certain recognition
criteria have to be measured initially at their fair values at acquisition date, irrespective of the extent of any minority
interests.
Goodwill acquired in a business combination is initially measured at cost being the excess of the cost of the business
combination over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities. Following initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any accumulated impairment losses.
Goodwill is reviewed for impairment, annually or more frequently, if events or changes in circumstances indicate
that the carrying value may be impaired.
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For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the acquisition date,
allocated to each of the Group’s cash-generating units, or groups of cash-generating units that are expected to
benefit from the synergies of the combination, irrespective of whether other assets or liabilities of the Group are
assigned to those units or groups of units. Each unit or group of units to which the goodwill is so allocated:
•

represents the lowest level within the Group at which the goodwill is monitored for internal management
purposes; and

•

is not larger than a segment based on either the Group’s primary or the Group’s secondary reporting format
determined in accordance with PAS 14, Segment Reporting.

Impairment is determined by assessing the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit or group of cashgenerating units, to which the goodwill relates. Where the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit or group
of cash-generating units is less than the carrying amount, an impairment loss is recognized. Where goodwill forms
part of a cash-generating unit or group of cash-generating units and part of the operation within that unit is disposed
of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of is included in the carrying amount of the operation when
determining the gain or loss on disposal of the operation. Goodwill disposed of in this circumstance is measured
based on the relative values of the operation disposed of and the portion of the cash-generating unit retained.
Negative goodwill which is not in excess of the fair values of acquired identifiable nonmonetary assets of subsidiaries
and associates is charged directly to income.
Transfers of assets between commonly controlled entities are accounted for under historical cost accounting.
When a business combination involves more than one exchange transaction (occurs in stages), each exchange
transaction is treated separately by the acquirer, using the cost of the transaction and fair value information at the
date of each exchange transaction, to determine the amount of goodwill associated with that transaction. Any
adjustment to fair values relating to the previously held interest is a revaluation and is accounted for as such.
When subsidiaries are sold, the difference between the selling price and the net assets plus goodwill is recognized
in the consolidated statements of income.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial recognition at cost. The cost of intangible assets acquired
in a business combination is its fair value as at the date of acquisition. Following initial recognition, intangible assets
are carried at cost less any accumulated amortization and any accumulated impairment losses. Internally generated
intangible assets, excluding capitalized development costs, are not capitalized and expenditure is charged against
profits in the year in which the expenditure is incurred. The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed to be either
finite or indefinite.
Intangible assets with finite lives are amortized over the useful economic life and assessed for impairment whenever
there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The amortization period and method used for an
intangible asset with a finite useful life is reviewed at least at each balance sheet date. Changes in the expected
useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future economic benefits embodied in the asset is accounted
for by changing the amortization period or method, as appropriate, and treated as changes in accounting estimates.
The amortization expense on intangible assets with finite lives is recognized in the consolidated statements of
income in the expense category consistent with the function of the intangible asset.
Amortization of computer software and licenses is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated
useful life of 2 to 8 years.
Trademarks and formulas and recipes with indefinite useful lives are tested for impairment annually either individually
or at the cash-generating unit level. Such intangibles are not amortized. The useful life of an intangible asset with an
indefinite life is reviewed annually to determine whether indefinite life assessment continues to be supportable. If
not, the change in the useful life assessment from indefinite to finite is made on a prospective basis.
Gains or losses arising from disposal of an intangible asset are measured as the difference between the net disposal
proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and are derecognized in the consolidated statements of income
when the asset is derecognized.
Impairment of Non-financial Assets with Definite Useful Life
The carrying values of property, plant and equipment and other long-lived assets are reviewed for impairment when
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value may not be recoverable. If any such indication
exists, and if the carrying value exceeds the estimated recoverable amount, the assets or cash-generating units are
written down to their recoverable amounts. The recoverable amount of property, plant and equipment and other
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long-lived assets is the greater of fair value less costs to sell or value in use. The fair value less costs to sell is the
amount obtainable from the sale of an asset in an arm’s-length transaction less costs to sell. In assessing value in
use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects
current market assessment of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. For an asset that does not
generate largely independent cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to
which the asset belongs. Impairment losses of continuing operations are recognized in the consolidated statements
of income in those expense categories consistent with the function of the impaired asset.
An assessment is made at each reporting date as to whether there is any indication that previously recognized
impairment losses may no longer exist or may have decreased. If such indication exists, the recoverable amount
is estimated. A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the estimates
used to determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognized. If that is the case,
the carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable amount. That increased amount cannot exceed the
carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been recognized
for the asset in prior years. Such reversal is recognized in profit or loss. After such a reversal, the depreciation charge
is adjusted in future periods to allocate the asset’s revised carrying amount, less any residual value, on a systematic
basis over its remaining useful life.
Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the Group has (a) a present (legal or constructive) obligation as a result of past
event; (b) it is probable, i.e., more likely than not, that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will
be required to settle the obligation; and (c) a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. If the
effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash
flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessment of the time value of money and, where appropriate,
the risks specific to the liability. Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time
is recognized as interest expense. Where the Group expects a provision to be reimbursed, the reimbursement is
recognized as a separate asset but only when the receipt of the reimbursement is virtually certain. Provisions are
reviewed at each balance sheet date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate.
Treasury Shares
Own equity instruments which are reacquired are carried at cost and are deducted from equity. No gain or loss is
recognized on profit or loss on the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of the Group’s own equity instruments. When
the shares are retired, the capital stock account is reduced by its par value and the excess of cost over par value upon
retirement is debited to additional paid-in capital to the extent of the specific or average additional paid-in capital
when the shares were issued and to retained earnings for the remaining balance.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the Group and the
revenue can be reliably measured. The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before revenue is
recognized:
Sales. Revenue is recognized when the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods have passed to the
buyer and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably, which is normally upon delivery.
Agricultural Produce. Revenue from initial recognition of agricultural produce is measured at fair value less cost to sell
at point of harvest. Fair value is based on the relevant market price at point of harvest.
Interest. Income is recognized as the interest accrues, taking into account the effective yield on the asset.
Dividend. Income is recognized when the right to receive the payment is established.
Cost and Expense Recognition
Cost and expenses are recognized as incurred.
Share-based Transactions
Under SMC’s Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP), employees of the Group receive remuneration in the form of
share-based payments transactions, whereby the employees render services as consideration for equity instruments
of SMC. Such transactions are handled centrally by SMC.
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Share-based transactions in which SMC grants option rights to its equity instruments direct to the Group’s employees
are accounted for as equity-settled transactions. SMC charges the Group for the costs related to such transactions
with its employees. The amount is charged to operations by the Group.
The cost of ESPP is measured by reference to the market price at the time of the grant less subscription price. The
cumulative expense recognized for share-based transactions at each reporting date until the vesting date reflects
the extent to which the vesting period has expired and SMC’s best estimate of the number of equity instruments that
will ultimately vest. Where the terms of a share-based award are modified, as a minimum, an expense is recognized
as if the terms had not been modified. In addition, an expense is recognized for any modification, which increases
the total fair value of the share-based payment arrangement, or is otherwise beneficial to the employee as measured
at the date of modification. Where an equity-settled award is cancelled, it is treated as if it had vested on the date of
cancellation, and any expense not yet recognized for the award is recognized immediately. However, if a new award
is substituted for the cancelled award, and designated as a replacement award on the date that it is granted, the
cancelled and new awards are treated as if they were a modification of the original award.
Operating Leases
Leases where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the asset are classified as
operating leases. Operating lease payments are recognized as an expense in the consolidated statements of income
on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs are generally expensed as incurred. Borrowing costs are capitalized if they are directly attributable
to the acquisition or construction of a qualifying asset. Capitalization of borrowing costs commences when the
activities to prepare the asset are in progress and expenditures and borrowing costs are being incurred. Borrowing
costs are capitalized until the assets are substantially ready for their intended use. If the carrying amount of the asset
exceeds its recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognized.
Research and Development Costs
Research costs are expensed as incurred. Development cost incurred on an individual project is carried forward
when its future recoverability can reasonably be regarded as assured. Any expenditure carried forward is amortized
in line with the expected future sales from the related project.
The carrying value of development cost is reviewed for impairment annually when the related asset is not yet in use.
Otherwise, this is reviewed for impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value
may not be recoverable.
Retirement Costs
The Company and majority of its subsidiaries have separate funded, noncontributory retirement plans, administered
by the respective trustees, covering their respective permanent employees. Retirement costs are actuarially
determined using the projected unit credit method. This method reflects service rendered by employees up to the
date of valuation and incorporates assumptions concerning employees’ projected salaries. Retirement cost includes
current service cost, interest cost, expected return on plan assets, amortization of unrecognized past service costs,
recognition of actuarial gains and losses, and effect of any curtailments or settlements. Past service cost is recognized
as an expense on a straight-line basis over the average period until the benefits become vested. If the benefits are
already vested immediately following the introduction of, or changes to the plan, past service cost is recognized
immediately as an expense. Actuarial gains and losses are recognized as income or expense when the net cumulative
unrecognized actuarial gains and losses at the end of the previous reporting year exceed the greater of 10% of
present value of the defined benefit obligation or the fair value of plan assets at that date. These gains or losses are
recognized over the expected average remaining working lives of the employees participating in the plan.
The transitional liability as of January 1, 2005, the date of adoption of PAS 19, Employee Benefits, is recognized as an
expense over five years from date of adoption.
The defined benefit liability is the aggregate of the present value of the defined benefit obligation and actuarial
gains and losses not recognized, reduced by past service cost not yet recognized and the fair value of plan assets out
of which the obligations are to be settled directly. If such aggregate is negative, the resulting asset is measured at
the lower of such aggregate or the aggregate of cumulative unrecognized net actuarial losses and past service cost
and the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in the
future contributions to the plan.
If the asset is measured at the aggregate of cumulative unrecognized net actuarial losses and past service cost and
the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in the future
contributions to the plan, net actuarial losses of the current period and past service cost of the current period are
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recognized immediately to the extent that they exceed any reduction in the present value of those economic benefits.
If there is no change or an increase in the present value of the economic benefits, the entire net actuarial losses of
the current period and past service cost of the current period are recognized immediately. Similarly, net actuarial
gains of the current period after the deduction of past service cost of the current period exceeding any increase
in the present value of the economic benefits stated above are recognized immediately if the asset is measured at
the aggregate of cumulative unrecognized net actuarial losses and past service cost and the present value of any
economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in the future contributions to the
plan. If there is no change or a decrease in the present value of the economic benefits, the entire net actuarial gains
of the current period after the deduction of past service cost of the current period are recognized immediately.
Foreign Currency Transactions and Translations
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is the Company’s functional currency.
Each entity in the Group determines its own functional currency and items included in the financial statements of
each entity are measured using that functional currency. Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded in
the functional currency rate at the date of the transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies are restated at the functional currency rate of exchange at balance sheet date. All differences are taken to
the consolidated statements of income. Nonmonetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in foreign
currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. Nonmonetary items
measured at fair value in foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value
was determined.
The functional currency of PTSMPFI is the Indonesian rupiah. As at the reporting date, the assets and liabilities of
this subsidiary are translated into the presentation currency of the Company at the prevailing rate of exchange at the
balance sheet date and its income and expense accounts are translated at the monthly weighted average exchange
rates for the year. The resulting translation differences are included in the consolidated statements of changes in
stockholders’ equity under “Cumulative translation adjustments” account.
On disposal of a foreign subsidiary, the accumulated exchange differences are recognized in the consolidated
statements of income as a component of the gain or loss on disposal.
Taxes
Current Tax. Current tax assets and liabilities are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from or paid
to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax laws used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or
substantively enacted at balance sheet date.
Deferred Tax. Deferred income tax is provided using the balance sheet liability method on all temporary differences
at the balance sheet date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial
reporting purposes. Deferred income tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences, except:
•

where the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or of an asset or liability in a
transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting
profit nor taxable profit or loss; and

•

with respect to taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and
interests in joint ventures, where the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled and
it is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carryforward benefits of unused tax
credits and unused tax losses, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the
deductible temporary differences, and the carryforward benefits of unused tax credits and unused tax losses can be
utilized, except:
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•

where the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the initial recognition
of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction,
affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and

•

with respect to deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and
interests in joint ventures, deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that the
temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be available against which the
temporary differences can be utilized.
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The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the extent that
it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the deferred tax asset to
be utilized. Unrecognized deferred tax assets are reassessed at each balance sheet date and are recognized to the
extent that it has become probable that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the year when the asset
is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted
at balance sheet date.
Income tax relating to items recognized directly in equity is recognized in equity and not in the consolidated
statements of income.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to set off current tax
assets against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same taxation
authority.
Value-added Tax (VAT). Revenues, expenses and assets are recognized net of the amount of VAT, except:
•

where the tax incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation authority, in
which case the tax is recognized as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense item as
applicable; and

•

receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of tax included.

The net amount of tax recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of receivables or
payables in the consolidated balance sheets.
Related Parties
Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability, directly or indirectly, to control the other party
or exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating decisions. Parties are also
considered to be related if they are subject to common control or common significant influence. Related parties
may be individuals or corporate entities. Transactions between related parties are on an arm’s length basis in a
manner similar to transactions with non-related parties.
Basic and Diluted Earnings Per Share (EPS)
Basic and diluted EPS is computed by dividing the net income for the period attributable to equity holders of the
Company by the weighted average number of issued and outstanding common shares during the period, with
retroactive adjustments for any stock dividends declared.
Business Segments
The Group’s operating businesses are organized and managed separately according to the nature of the products
and services provided, with each segment representing a strategic business unit that offers different products and
serves different markets. Financial information on business and geographical segments is presented in Note 5.
Contingencies
Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements. They are disclosed unless the
possibility of an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is remote. Contingent assets are not recognized
in the consolidated financial statements but are disclosed when an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
Events After the Balance Sheet Date
Post-year end events that provide additional information about the Group’s position at balance sheet date (adjusting
events) are reflected in the consolidated financial statements. Post-year end events that are not adjusting events are
disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial statements when material.
4. Significant Accounting Judgments, Estimates and Assumptions
The Group’s consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with PFRS require management to make
judgments and estimates that affect amounts reported in the consolidated financial statements and related notes.
Judgments
In the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies, management has made the following judgments,
apart from those involving estimation, which have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the
consolidated financial statements.
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Operating Leases. The Group has entered into various lease agreement as a lessee. The Group has determined that
the lessor retains all significant risks and rewards of ownership of these properties which are leased out on operating
lease.
Rent expense charged to operations amounted to P662.5 million, P597.0 million and P548.6 million in 2008, 2007
and 2006, respectively (Notes 18 and 19).
Functional Currency. The Company and other Subsidiaries determined that their functional currency is the Philippine
peso. PTSMPFI’s functional currency is Indonesian rupiah. Functional currency is the currency of the primary
economic environment in which the Group operates.
Contingencies. The Group currently has several tax assessments and legal claims. The Group’s estimate of the
probable costs for the assessments and claims and assessment of the resolution of these claims have been developed
in consultation with in-house as well as outside counsel handling the prosecution and defense of these cases and
is based on an analysis of potential results. The Group currently does not believe that these tax assessments and
legal claims will have a material adverse effect on the consolidated financial position and results of operations. It is
possible, however, that future results of operations could be materially affected by changes in the estimates or in the
effectiveness of strategies relating to these proceedings (Note 31).
Estimates
The estimates and assumptions used in the consolidated financial statements are based upon management’s
evaluation of relevant facts and circumstances of the date of the Group’s consolidated financial statements. Actual
results could differ from those estimates.
Allowance for Impairment Losses on Trade and Other Receivables. Provisions are made for specific and groups of
accounts where objective evidence of impairment exists. The Group evaluates these accounts based on available
facts and circumstances, including, but not limited to, the length of the Group’s relationship with the customers,
the customers’ current credit status based on third party credit reports and known market forces, average age of
accounts, collection experience, and historical loss experience.
The allowance for impairment losses on trade and other receivables amounted to P610.9 million and P649.6 million
as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively. The carrying value of trade and other receivables amounted to
P7,762.1 million and P7,530.1 million as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively (Note 7).
Allowance for Inventory Losses. The Group provides an allowance for inventory losses whenever net realizable value
of inventories becomes lower than cost due to damage, physical deterioration, obsolescence, changes in price levels
or other causes.
Estimates of net realizable value are based on the most reliable evidence available at the time the estimates are made
of the amount the inventories are expected to be realized. These estimates take into consideration fluctuations of
price or cost directly relating to events occurring after balance sheet date to the extent that such events confirm
conditions existing at balance sheet date. The allowance account is reviewed periodically to reflect the accurate
valuation in the financial records.
The allowance for inventory losses amounted to P143.67 million and P135.50 million as of December 31, 2008 and
2007, respectively. The carrying value of inventories as of December 31, 2008 and 2007 amounted to P11,804.8
million and P10,053.5 million, respectively (Note 8).
Estimated Useful Lives of Investment Properties, Property, Plant and Equipment and Noncurrent Biological Assets. The
Group estimates the useful lives of investment properties, property, plant and equipment and noncurrent biological
assets based on the period over which the assets are expected to be available for use. The estimated useful lives of
the assets are reviewed periodically and are updated if expectations differ from previous estimates due to physical
wear and tear, technical or commercial obsolescence and legal or other limits on the use of the assets.
In addition, estimation of the useful lives of the assets is based on collective assessment of industry practice, internal
technical evaluation and experience with similar assets. It is possible, however, that future results of operations could
be materially affected by changes in estimates brought about by changes in factors mentioned above. The amounts
and timing of recorded expenses for any period would be affected by changes in these factors and circumstances.
A reduction in the estimated useful lives of the assets would increase recorded cost of sales and operating expenses
and decrease noncurrent assets.
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Accumulated depreciation and amortization of investment properties, property, plant and equipment and
noncurrent biological assets amounted to P9,224.3 million and P8,025.8 million as of December 31, 2008 and
2007, respectively. Investment properties, property, plant and equipment and noncurrent biological assets, net of
accumulated depreciation and amortization, amounted to P9,246.1 million and P9,187.9 million as of December 31,
2008 and 2007, respectively (Notes 9, 11 and 12).
Estimated Useful Lives of Intangible Assets with Finite Lives. The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed at the
individual asset level as having either a finite or indefinite life. Intangible assets are regarded to have an indefinite
useful life when, based on analysis of all of the relevant factors, there is no foreseeable limit to the period over which
the asset is expected to generate net cash inflows for the Group.
Intangible assets with finite useful life amounted to P65.7 million and P47.2 million as of December 31, 2008 and
2007, respectively (Note 13).
Realizability of Deferred Tax Assets. The Group reviews its deferred tax assets at each balance sheet date and reduces
the carrying amount to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow
all or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilized.
Deferred tax assets amounted to P1,096.3 million and P941.0 million as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively
(Note 23).
Impairment of Other Non-financial Assets. Except for intangible assets with indefinite useful lives, PFRS requires that
an impairment review be performed on investments and advances, property, plant and equipment, investment
properties, biological assets and other intangible assets with definite useful lives when certain impairment indicators
are present. For intangible assets with indefinite useful lives, impairment testing is performed on an annual basis.
Determining the net recoverable value of assets requires the estimation of cash flows expected to be generated
from the continued use and ultimate disposition of such assets. While it is believed that the assumptions used
in the estimation of fair values reflected in the consolidated financial statements are appropriate and reasonable,
significant changes in these assumptions may materially affect the assessment of recoverable values and any
resulting impairment loss could have a material adverse impact on the results of operations.
The aggregate amount of investment properties, property, plant and equipment, noncurrent biological assets and
goodwill and intangible assets amounted to P9,572.7 million and P9,512.8 million as of December 31, 2008 and
2007, respectively (Notes 9, 11, 12 and 13).
Pension Cost and Other Retirement Benefits. The determination of the Group’s obligation and cost of retirement
benefits is dependent on the selection of certain assumptions used by actuaries in calculating such amounts.
Those assumptions are described in Note 24 to the consolidated financial statements and include discount rate,
expected return on plan assets and salary increase rate. In accordance with PFRS, actual results that differ from the
assumptions are accumulated and amortized over future periods and therefore, generally affect the recognized
expense and recorded obligation in such future periods.
Pension liability amounted to P77.5 million and P92.6 million as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively. There
was no pension asset as of December 31, 2008. Pension asset as of December 31, 2007 amounted to P20.2 million
(Note 24).
Fair Value of Agricultural Produce. The Group determines the fair value of its agricultural produce based on most
recent market transaction price provided that there has been no significant change in economic circumstances
between the date of transactions and balance sheet date. Point-of-sale costs is estimated based on most recent
transaction and is deducted from the fair value in order to measure agricultural produce at point of harvest.
Unrealized fair value adjustments included in the cost of inventories as of December 31, 2008 and 2007 amounted
to (P2.0) million and P51.7 million, respectively (Note 8).
Financial Assets and Liabilities. The Group carries certain financial assets and liabilities at fair value, which requires
extensive use of accounting estimates and judgment. The significant components of fair value measurement were
determined using verifiable objective evidence (i.e., foreign exchange rates, interest rates, volatility rates). However,
the amount of changes in fair value would differ if the Group utilized different valuation methodologies and
assumptions. Any changes in fair value of these financial assets and liabilities would affect net income and equity.
The fair values of financial assets and liabilities are presented in Note 29.
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Asset Retirement Obligation. Determining asset retirement obligation requires estimation of the cost of dismantling
property and equipment and other costs of restoring the leased properties to their original condition. The Group
determined that there are no significant asset retirement obligations as of December 31, 2008 and 2007.
5. Business and Geographical Segments
Business Segments
For management purposes, the Group has the following major business units: (a) meat and poultry; (b) feeds and
flour; and (c) dairy and others. These are also the basis of the Group in reporting its primary segment information.
The meats and poultry segment includes, among others, the integrated poultry operations, livestock farming and
selling of meat products mainly pork and cattle and the processing and marketing of refrigerated and canned meat
products.
The feeds and flour segment is involved in the manufacturing and marketing of flour, premixes and other flourbased products such as snack foods and instant noodles, and feeds products.
The Group’s dairy and other activities consist of manufacturing and marketing of breadfill, desserts, dairy-based
products, cooking oils, condiments and importation and marketing of certain coffee and coffee-related food
products.
Geographical Segments
The significant operations of the Group are in the Philippines, classified between Luzon and the Visayas and Mindanao
(VisMin) areas. The Group also has operations in Indonesia.
Segment Assets and Liabilities
Segment assets include all operating assets used by a segment and consist principally of operating cash, receivables,
inventories, biological assets and property, plant and equipment, net of allowances and accumulated depreciation
and amortization. Segment liabilities include all operating liabilities and consist principally of wages, taxes currently
payable and accrued liabilities. Segment assets and liabilities do not include deferred income taxes.
Inter-segment Transactions
Segment revenues, expenses and performance include sales and purchases between business segments and
between geographical segments. Such sales and purchases are eliminated in consolidation.
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Property, plant and equipment - net
Capital expenditures
Depreciation and amortization
Non-cash items other than
depreciation and amortization of
property, plant and equipment

Consolidated total liabilities
P4,473
559
1,069
(185)

P4,963
415
1,173
248

P5,239
-

P5,502
-

Segment liabilities
Notes payable
Income tax payable
Deferred tax liabilities

P19,009

P22,095

Consolidated total assets

P18,427
128
454

P750

P21,466
154
475

P441

P1,292
(298)
153
(397)

P35,405

P30,956
4,449

Other Information
Segment assets
Investments and advances
Goodwill and other intangible assets
Deferred tax assets

Net income

P1,535
(444)
(273)
(377)(

P40,155

Total revenue

Result
Segment result
Interest expense – net
Equity in net earnings
Other income (charges) - net
Income tax benefit (expense)

P36,932
3,223

2006

P111

P565
(218)
(114)
(122)

(31)

P3,731
508
942

P4,183
-

102

P2,183
101
235

P3,624
-

P14,254 P11,224

P14,008 P10,962
133
2
113
260

P738

P1,230
(178)
(4)
(310)

P26,761 P28,907

(363)

P2,765
249
234

P3,320
-

P10,595

P10,456
7
132

P832

P1,006
(98)
344
(420)

P23,513

P20,577
2,936

Feeds and Flour
2008
2007

P23,182 P24,732
3,579
4,175

Meat and Poultry
2008
2007

Revenue
External
Inter-segment

Business Segments

P9,412
919

P4,760
15,278
1,367
301

P459

(P256)
(58)
4
749
20

(87)

P2,747
383
236

P3,192
-

88

P962
124
155

P2,895
-

P21,995

P5,409
14,907
1,384
295

P1,071

P88
(125)
(1,167)
2,386
(111)

- 27 -

153

P870
78
146

P2,331
-

P9,556 P21,706

P9,421
12
123

P467

P740
(137)
78
(214)

P11,881

P10,519
1,362

2008

P9,776 P71,076
765
8,317

(In Millions)

2006

P1,011

P1,844
(720)
4
362
(479)

(14)

P1,084
217
125

503

P8,016
594
1,554

P2,333 P11,457
-

P16,105 P55,025

P5,672 P37,188
9,955 15,278
134
1,523
344
1,036

P400

(P75)
(131)
637
(60)
29

P10,541 P79,393

Dairy and Others
2008
2007

P20,185 P10,331

P20,005
180

2006

Business Segments
Financial
information about business and geographical segments follow:

Financial information about business and geographical segments follow:

(460)

P8,200
932
1,458

P11,454
-

P51,599

P34,292
14,907
1,519
881

P2,653

P2,386
(521)
(1,167)
2,883
(928)

P70,799

P62,052
8,747

Total
2007

(P1,609)
(15,278)
(1,196)
60

(P862)

(P1)
(4)
(867)
10

(P8,317)

P(8,317)

(P2,213)
(14,907)
(1,194)
60

(P2,471)

P10
1,167
(3,660)
12

(P8,747)

P (8,747)

Eliminations
2008
2007

P149

P1,843
(720)
(505)
(469)

(P2,530) P35,579
(9,295)
61
327
61
1,096

(P601)

(P2)
(600)
1

(P4,524) P71,076

(132)

P7,562
1,108
1,303

P9,708
-

-

P42
-

(P1,529)
-

-

P51
-

(P2,263)
-

-

P52
-

(P2,478)
-

503

P8,058
594
1,554

P22,041

P9,928
11,666
209
238

(460)

P8,251
932
1,458

P18,534

P9,191
8,640
350
353

P33,345

P32,079
325
941

P182

P2,396
(521)
(777)
(916)

P62,052

P62,052
-

Consolidated
2008
2007

P P71,076
(4,524)
-

2006

P39,915 (P18,023) (P18,254) (P11,703) P37,002

P29,101
9,955
279
580

P1,605

P1,895
(446)
637
14
(495)

P57,487

P52,963
4,524

2006

(132)

P7,614
1,108
1,303

P14,635

P7,230
7,027
135
243

P28,212

P26,571
660
340
641

P1,004

P1,893
(446)
37
14
(494)

P52,963

P52,963
-

2006
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Geographical Segments (by customer domicile):
2008

Net Sales
2007		

2006

Segment Assets
2008
2007

Capital Expenditures
2008
2007

					
(In Millions)
Philippines
LUZON		 P50,091		 P43,480		 P38,962		 P30,367		 P28,851		 P576		
VISMIN		 20,251		 17,897		 13,367		 6,290		
4,153		
9		
Indonesia and others
734
675		
634
345
341		 9
		 P71,076		 P62,052		 P52,963		 P37,002		 P33,345		 P594		

P920
12
P932

6. Cash and Cash Equivalents
This account consists of:
						
Cash on hand and in banks						
Short-term placements						
						

2008		
P2,479,006		
303,200		
P2,782,206		

2007
P1,259,403
83,240
P1,342,643

Cash in banks earn interest at the respective bank deposit rates. Short-term placements are made for varying
periods of up to three months depending on the immediate cash requirements of the Group, and earn interest at
the respective short-term placement rates.
7. Trade and Other Receivables
This account consists of:

Less allowance for impairment losses

2008		
P5,619,084		
2,042,497
711,397
8,372,978
610,887

2007
P5,524,966
1,937,859
716,903
8,179,728
649,621

		

P7,762,091		

P7,530,107

				
Note		
Balance at beginning of year 			
Monterey balance as of January 1, 2007
10
Charge for the year		
Write off of amounts		
Reversal of unused amounts		

2008		
P649,621		
- 		
39,640		
(56,392)		
(21,982)		

2007
P462,011
194,307
66,417
(73,099)
(15)

Balance at end of year		

P610,887		

P649,621

				
Note		
Trade receivables		
Amounts owed by related parties
25
Other receivables

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on 30 days term.
The movements in the allowance for impairment losses follow:
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As at December 31, the aging of receivables are as follows:
			
						

Carrying Amount
2008
2007

Current 			
Past due 1-30 days 		
Past due 31-60 days		
Past due 61-90 days		
Past due Over 90 days		

P5,378,262		
1,262,791
170,991
124,417
825,630

P5,062,290
1,327,658
212,176
162,506
765,477

		

P7,762,091		

P7,530,107

8. Inventories
This account consists of:
							 2008

2007

Finished goods and goods in process - at net realizable value			
Raw materials, feeds and feed ingredients - at net realizable value 		
Factory supplies and others - at cost in 2008 and net realizable value in 2007		
Materials in transit - at cost		

P3,053,769		
8,399,003		
61,670		
290,346		

P2,529,046
6,377,446
102,004
1,045,002

Total inventories at lower of cost and net realizable value		

P11,804,788		

P10,053,498

The cost of finished goods and goods in process amounted to P3,125.6 million in 2008 and P2,530.6 million in
2007. The cost of raw materials, feeds and feed ingredients amounted to P8,470.8 million and P6,510.4 million as of
December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively. The cost of factory supplies and others amounted to P103.0 million as
of December 31, 2007.
Finished goods and goods in process include net unrealized loss of P2.0 million and unrealized gain of P51.7
million on fair valuation of agricultural produce as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively. The fair value of
agricultural produce less point-of-sale-costs, which formed part of finished goods inventory, amounted to P556.8
million and P319.0 million as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively, with corresponding costs at point-ofharvest amounting to P558.8 million and P267.3 million, respectively.
9. Biological Assets
This account consists of:
2008

						
Current:		
Growing stocks		
Goods in process		

2007

P2,707,025		
225,396		

P2,165,068
159,197

Total Current		

2,932,421		

2,324,265

Noncurrent:		
Breeding stocks - net		
		

1,115,963		
P4,048,384		

880,271
P3,204,536

The amortization of breeding stocks charged to operations amounted to P736.9 million and P660.9 million in 2008
and 2007, respectively (Note 20).
Growing stocks pertain to growing broilers, hogs and cattle and goods in process pertain to hatching eggs and
carcass.
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The movements in biological assets, including the effects of foreign exchange adjustments are as follows:
			

Note		

2008		

2007

Gross:			
Balance at beginning of year 		
P4,458,681		
P1,785,783
Monterey balance as of January 1, 2007
10
- 		
1,601,541
Increase (decrease) due to:			
Purchases 		
11,732,401		
10,083,942
Production 		
33,539,845		
5,776,929
Mortality 		
(31,314)		
(30,535)
Sales 		
(67,296)		
(207,430)
Harvest 		
(43,592,866)		
(14,551,549)
Balance at end of the year		

6,039,451		

4,458,681

Accumulated amortization:			
Balance at beginning of year 			
1,254,145			
609,715
Monterey balance as of January 1, 2007
10				
- 					 8,303
Additions				 736,922			
660,919
Disposals					
- 				(24,792)
Balance at end of the year		
Net book value

1,991,067		
P4,048,384

1,254,145
P3,204,536

The Group harvested approximately 322.9 million and 298.2 million kilograms of grown broilers, in 2008 and 2007,
respectively, and 0.53 million and 0.57 million heads of marketable hogs and cattle in 2008 and 2007, respectively.
10. Investments and Advances
Investments in Subsidiaries
The following are the developments relating to the Company’s investments in subsidiaries in 2008 and 2007:
a)

In July and September 2008, respectively, the Company paid as deposit for future stock subscription, the amounts
of P400 million for Magnolia shares of stocks and P450 million for Monterey shares of stocks. Both Magnolia and
Monterey have applied for increase in authorized capital stock with SEC, approvals of which are still pending.
Magnolia and Monterey will issue an equivalent 283.7 million and 22.5 million shares of stock, respectively,
to the Company out of their respective unissued shares and from the proposed increase in authorized capital
stock.
The Company’s total payment of P850 million was presented as investments and advances in the Parent
Company balance sheet as of December 31, 2008.

b)

In March 2007, SMMI’s application for increase in authorized capital stock from P0.25 million (2,500 shares) to
P2,000 million (20,000,000 shares) was approved by the SEC. SMMI subsequently issued 16.4 million shares to
SMFI, then 100% owner of SMMI, in consideration for the transfer of the net assets of SMFI’s Flour division valued
at P1,645.5 million. The exchange is by virtue of a Deed of Assignment between SMMI and SMFI executed in
December 2005.
In January 2008, SMFI executed a Deed of Assignment assigning its 16.4 million shares in SMMI to the Company
effective December 28, 2007. The assignment is in accordance with SMFI’s property dividend declaration of its
SMMI shares in favor of the Company, as approved by SMFI’s BOD in June 2007.
As of March 19, 2009, the declaration of the SMFI’s shares in SMMI as property dividend in favor of the Company
is still pending issuance of a certificate of filing of property dividend declaration by SEC.

c)
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In December 2006, the respective Board of Directors (BOD) of SMC and the Company approved the transfer
in favor of the Company of SMC’s remaining interest in SMFI, Magnolia and Monterey at their respective book
values totaling P4.6 billion as of September 30, 2006. In exchange, the Company agreed to issue equivalent
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shares totaling 70.9 million valued at the latest traded price of its shares of stock as of the same date. SMC
and the Company agreed for the transfer to take effect January 1, 2007, subject to the necessary approvals.
Monterey became a majority-owned subsidiary of the Company effective said date.
In September 2007, the Company’s application for the approval of the transaction was approved by the SEC.
Following SEC’s approval, the Company issued 70.9 million shares to SMC in November 2007 out of its unissued
shares and increase in authorized capital stock (Note 16).
In February 2008, the Bureau of Internal Revenue confirmed the tax-free exchange between SMC and the
Company.
Investments in Associate and Joint Venture
In 2007, the Company provided full allowance for the impairment in value of its investment in Philippine Nutrition
Technologies, Inc. (PNTI), a joint venture between the Company and the Great Wall Group of Taiwan. As of March 19,
2009, application for the dissolution of PNTI is yet to be filed with the SEC, pending the issuance of clearance by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The Company has no outstanding investment in associate and joint venture as of December 31, 2008 and 2007.
Equity in net earnings amounting to P37.3 million as of December 31, 2006 pertains to the 37.36% investment in
Monterey, then an associate, carried under the equity method.
11. Investment Properties
The movements in investment properties follow:
			

Note		

2008		

2007

Cost:			
Balance at beginning of year		
P57,692		
Monterey balance as of January 1, 2007
10
- 		
Additions		
20,861		

P47,074
5,251
5,367

78,553		

57,692

1,326		
141		
5,359		

1,185
141
-

Balance at end of year		
Accumulated depreciation:			
Balance at beginning of year		
Depreciation during the year		
Impairment loss		
Balance at end of year		
Net book value		

6,826		
P71,727		

1,326
P56,366

The fair value of investment properties as of December 31, 2008 and 2007 amounted to P279.1 million and
P254.0 million, respectively, determined based on valuations performed by the credit management group of the
Company.
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12. Property, Plant and Equipment
This account consists of:
Land and
Land
Improvements
Cost
Balance at January 1, 2007		
Property, plant and equipment of
Monterey (Note 10)		
Additions		
Disposals		
Transfers, reclassifications and others		

Buildings
and
Improvements

Machinery
Equipment,
Furniture
and Others

Transportation
Equipment

Construction
in Progress

Total

P1,310,626		

P3,242,441		

P7,561,228		

P490,722		

136,287		
3,072		
- 		
24,078		

423,469		
2,248		
(30,189)		
234,052		

181,916		
66,153		
(51,060)		
42,869		

59,746		
1,970		
(38,722)		
485		

158,182		
858,158		
- 		
(423,159)		

959,600
931,601
(119,971)
(121,675)

Balance at December 31, 2007		
Additions		
Disposals		
Transfers, reclassifications and others		
Balance at December 31, 2008		
Accumulated depreciation
Balance at January 1, 2007		
Accumulated depreciation of
Monterey (Note 10)		
Depreciation for the year		
Disposals		
Transfers, reclassifications and others		

1,474,063		
16,402		
- 		
5,879		
1,496,344		

3,872,021		
24,830		
(9,826)		
163,326		
4,050,351		

7,801,106		
41,690		
(23,003)		
528,336		
8,348,129		

514,201		
1,649		
(23,837)		
14,190		
506,203		

1,360,207		
509,337		
(550)		
(985,167)		
883,827		

15,021,598
593,908
(57,216)
(273,436)
15,284,854

164,107		

1,094,958		

4,090,401		

408,682		

- 		

5,758,148

51,255		
18,545		
-		
- 		

230,154		
173,167		
(10,556)		
(2,155)		

128,567		
454,176		
(50,870)		
(15,091)		

39,694		
41,953		
(37,314)		
(9,327)		

-

		
		
		
		

449,670
687,841
(98,740)
(26,573)

Balance at December 31, 2007		
Depreciation for the year		
Disposals		
Transfers, reclassification and others		
Exchange differential		

233,907		
17,431		
- 		
- 		
- 		

1,485,568		
170,975		
(3,687)		
(1,005)		
(58)		

4,607,183		
443,688		
481,389		
33,858		
(21,906)		
(23,108)		
(197,222)			
(513)		
(69)		

-

		
		
		
		
		

6,770,346
703,653
(48,701)
(198,227)
(640)

Balance at December 31, 2008		

251,338		

1,651,793		

4,868,931		

454,369		

- 		

7,226,431

Net Book Value						
Balance at December 31, 2008		 P1,245,006		 P2,398,558		

P3,479,198		

P51,834		

P3,193,923		

P70,513		

Balance at December 31, 2007		

P1,240,156		

P2,386,453		

P767,026		 P13,372,043

P883,827		 P8,058,423
P1,360,207		

P8,251,252

Depreciation and amortization charged to operations amounted to P703.7 million in 2008, P687.8 million in 2007
and P579.9 million in 2006 (see Note 20). These amounts include annual amortizations of capitalized interest
amounting to P3.8 million, P5.4 million and P5.2 million, respectively. Unamortized balance of capitalized interest as
of December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006 amounted to P29.5 million, P33.3 million and P38.8 million, respectively.
Land and land improvements include a 144-hectare property in Sumilao, Bukidnon, acquired by SMFI in 2002, which
later became the subject of a petition for revocation of conversion order filed by MAPALAD, a group of Sumilao
farmers, with the Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), and appealed to the Office of the President (OP). Total
acquisition and development costs included in the account as of December 31, 2008 amounted to P37.4 million.
To settle the land dispute, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was executed between SMFI, MAPALAD, OP and
DAR on March 29, 2008. The MOA provided for the release of a 50-hectare portion of the property to qualified
farmer-beneficiaries, and the transfer of additional 94 hectares outside of the property to be negotiated with other
Sumilao landowners. Under the MOA, SMFI shall retain ownership and title to the remaining portion of the property
for the completion and pursuit of the hog farm expansion. Implementation of the MOA provisions is ongoing.
Construction in progress includes the cost of farm improvements, buildings and machinery and equipment totaling P481.4
million incurred for Monterey’s hog farm expansion project situated in Sumilao.
No borrowing cost was capitalized in 2008 and 2007.
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13. Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
This account consists of:
						

2008		

2007

Goodwill		
Trademark		
Formulas and recipes		
Computer software and licenses - net		

P170,792		
32,558		
57,591		
65,659		

P187,575
32,558
57,591
47,213

		

P326,600		

P324,937

The movement in goodwill is shown below:
						

2008		

2007

Balance at beginning of year		
- Goodwill from acquisitions of PTSMPFI and Magnolia		
Impairment loss		

P187,575		
(16,783)		

P187,575
-

Balance at end of year		

P170,792

P187,575

Magnolia reduced the carrying value of its investment in Sugarland Corporation, a 100% subsidiary, in the amount
of P16.8 million following the latter’s shutdown of its tolling operations in February 2008.
The movements in computer software and licenses are shown below:
			
Note		
2008		
Cost:			
Balance at beginning of year		
P100,589		
Monterey balance as of January 1, 2007
10
- 		
Addition/reclassifications during the year		
34,217		
Balance at end of year		
134,806		
Accumulated amortization:			
Balance at beginning of year		
53,376		
Monterey balance as of January 1, 2007
10
- 		
Amortization for the year		
15,771		
Reclassifications during the year		
- 		
Balance at end of year		
Net book value		

69,147		
P65,659		

2007
P84,536
17,429
(1,376)
100,589
22,731
16,182
16,166
(1,703)
53,376
P47,213

14. Notes Payable
Notes payable consists of short-term unsecured peso-denominated loans obtained from local banks. Interests range
from 4.3% to 8.8% in 2008 and 3.0% to 9.1% in 2007.
15. Trade Payables and Other Current Liabilities
This account consists of:
			
Note		
Trade payables		
Amounts owed to other related parties
25
Acceptance payable		
Accrued expenses and other payables		

2008		
P4,114,563		
1,607,446		
43,968		
4,084,488		

2007
P3,469,024
1,653,141
14,176
3,962,770

		

P9,850,465		

P9,099,111

The accrued expenses and other payables account consists of freight payable, guarantee deposits, derivative
liabilities, accrued interest payable, expenses payable, tax related and payroll related accruals.
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16. Stockholders’ Equity
The Parent Company’s capital stock, at P10 par value, consists of the following number of shares:
						
Authorized shares as of January 1, 2007		
Increase in authorized capital stock - September 2007		

Class A		
50,628,000		
44,500,000		

Class B
33,372,000
17,500,000

Authorized shares as of December 31, 2008 and 2007		

95,128,000		

50,872,000

Issued shares as of January 1, 2007		
Shares issued in November 2007		

47,569,527		
47,479,602		

27,016,503
23,385,476

Issued shares as of December 31, 2008 and 2007		

95,049,129		

50,401,979

Class A and Class B shares are identical in all respects, except that Class A shares are transferable only to Philippine
nationals and shall at all times be not less than 60% of the voting capital stock.
Treasury shares, totaling 385,456 Class “A” shares and 3,822,302 Class “B” shares in 2008 and in 2007, are carried at
cost.
In December 2006 and January 2007, the Company’s BOD and stockholders, respectively, approved the increase in
the authorized capital stock of the Company from 84 million to 146 million shares to partly cover the issuance of
shares to SMC in exchange for the latter’s remaining interests in SMFI, Magnolia and Monterey. In September 2007,
the Company’s applications for: 1) the denial of pre-emptive rights to the issuance of shares to SMC; 2) the increase in
the Company’s authorized capital stock; and 3) the confirmation of valuation of the shares of SMC in SMFI, Magnolia
and Monterey given by way of payment for the additional shares in the Company were approved by the SEC.
In November 2007, the Company issued 70.9 million shares to SMC which resulted in the increase in SMC’s ownership
of the Parent Company from 99.83% to 99.92%.
In December 2007, the Company filed with PSE the listing of SMC’s subscribed shares totaling 84.7 million.
The retained earnings account is restricted for dividend declaration to the extent of the cost of treasury shares of
P182.1 million as of December 31, 2008 and 2007.
The balance of retained earnings includes the Company’s accumulated equity in undistributed net earnings of the
consolidated subsidiaries accounted for under the equity method amounting to P847.6 million and P1,700.9 million
as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, respectively. These amounts are also not available for dividend distribution until
declared as dividends by the subsidiaries.
17. Revenues
Revenue account consists of sales of goods and fair valuation adjustments on agricultural produce. Total invoiced
sales amounted to P71,077.9 million, P62,000.3 million and P52,948.2 million for the years ended December 31,
2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. The aggregate fair value less estimated point-of-sale costs of agricultural produce
harvested during the year, determined at point of harvest, amounted to P23,527.0 million, P22,534.4 million and
P15,929.9 million for the years ended December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
18. Cost of Sales
This account consists of:
		
Note		
2008		
2007
Inventories used		 P54,189,492		 P45,345,871		
Freight, trucking and handling
1,626,949
1,398,375
Depreciation and amortization
20
1,315,729
1,230,983
Personnel expenses
21
1,002,888
1,259,764
Communications, light and water
922,063
1,086,623
Repairs and maintenance
326,397		
396,135
Rentals
27
190,396
209,475
Others
1,245,847
1,164,451
		 P60,819,761		 P52,091,677		
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2006
P39,190,940
777,141
1,094,379
1,110,958
888,275
331,323
259,008
977,169
P44,629,193

19. Selling and Administrative Expenses
This account consists of:
		
Note		
2008		
2007
Freight, trucking and handling		 P1,831,557		
P1,640,260		
Personnel expenses
21
1,830,162		
1,462,353		
Advertising and promotions		
1,482,056		
1,260,131		
Contracted services		
924,215		
617,461		
Rentals
27
472,116		
387,476		
Repairs and maintenance		
290,170		
242,266		
Depreciation and amortization
20
237,781		
227,309		
Taxes and licenses		
194,513		
183,193		
Travel and transportation		
193,335		
175,686		
Professional fees		
159,847		
290,822		
Communication, light and water		
151,164		
168,364		
Others		
646,637		
909,109		
		 P8,413,553		
P7,564,430		

2006
P1,261,116
1,322,855
1,043,686
439,034
289,573
161,562
208,854
150,128
130,671
109,086
173,961
1,150,584
P6,441,110

20. Depreciation and Amortization
Depreciation and amortization are distributed as follows:
		
		
2008		
2007
Cost of sales:			
Property, plant and equipment		
P551,438		
P528,359		
Biological assets		
736,922		
660,919		
Others		
27,369		
41,705		
		
1,315,729		
1,230,983		
Selling and administrative expenses:			
Property, plant and equipment		
152,215		
159,482		
Deferred containers and others		
85,566		
67,827		
		
237,781		
227,309		
		 P1,553,510		
P1,458,292		

2006
P460,539
609,715
24,125
1,094,379
119,367
89,487
208,854
P1,303,233

Depreciation and amortization include depreciation and amortization of idle properties, deferred containers and others
amounting to P112.9 million, P109.5 million and P113.6 million in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
21. Personnel Expenses
This account consists of:
		
Note		
2008		
2007
Salaries and allowances		 P1,661,083		
P1,869,934		
Pension cost
24
145,506		
126,717		
Retirement cost and other employee benefits		
1,026,461		
725,466		
		 P2,833,050		
P2,722,117		
The above amounts are distributed as follows:
				
Cost of sales		
Selling and administrative expenses		
		

2008		
P1,002,888		
1,830,162		
P2,833,050		

2007

P1,259,764		
1,462,353		
P2,722,117		

2006
P1,723,750
172,886
537,177
P2,433,813

2006
P1,110,958
1,322,855
P2,433,813
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22. Interest Expense, Interest Income and Other Income (Charges)
These accounts consist of:
		

Note		

2008		

2007

2006

Interest expense:				
Short-term loans		
(P774,597)		

(P604,877)		

(P528,922)

Interest income:				
Money market placements		
P27,479		
Cash in banks		
26,844		

P35,860		
48,547		

P61,385
21,765

P54,323		

P84,407		

P83,150

		
Other income (charges):				
Gain (loss) on derivatives		
(P388,327)		
Research and development costs		
(170)		
Foreign exchange gains (losses) - net
28
5,943		
Dividend income		
55		
Others - net		
(122,282)		

P616,956		
(16,199)		
(54,298)		
168		
(1,323,781)		

P220,372
(99,374)
(18,318)
56
(89,225)

		

(P777,154)		

P13,511

		

(P504,781)		

Research and development costs consist of various expenses related to expansion projects of the Group.
In 2007, subsequent to the Company’s majority acquisition of Monterey, this subsidiary aligned its business systems with the
Company’s other subsidiaries. In the course of such alignment, certain asset accounts consisting of trade receivables, inventories,
and biological assets were adjusted to reflect their net realizable values. Other related accounts such as trade payables, deferred
tax assets and liabilities were likewise adjusted. The impact of the reduction in Monterey net assets amounting to P1,330 million
in 2007 was presented as part of Other income (charges) - net.
23. Income Taxes
a. The components of the Group’s deferred tax assets and liabilities as at December 31 are as follows:
		
				
2008
Deferred tax assets:		
Net operating loss carry over (NOLCO)				
P276,907		
Allowance for impairment losses on receivables and inventory losses				
223,127		
Unrealized mark-to-market loss				
165,565		
Unamortized past service cost and others				
85,698		
Minimum corporate income tax (MCIT)				
85,360		
Others				
259,602		
					 P1,096,259		

P145,655
198,351
43,541
84,885
77,757
390,802
P940,991

Deferred tax liabilities:		
Unrealized mark-to-market gain				
Accelerated depreciation				
Others				
				

P205,333
75,914
71,835
P353,082

P128,233		
56,344		
53,683		
P238,260		

2007

b. As of December 31, 2008, the NOLCO and MCIT that can be claimed as deduction from future taxable income and deduction
from corporate income tax due, respectively, are as follows:
Year Incurred/Paid
Carryforward Benefit Up To				NOLCO				 MCIT
2006
December 31, 2009 			
P122,489		
P34,628
2007
December 31, 2010			
82,916		
30,064
2008
December 31, 2011				 717,617			 20,668
					
P923,022		
P85,360
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NOLCO and MCIT incurred in 2005 amounting to P446 million and P12 million, respectively, expired in 2008. The corresponding
deferred tax assets were reversed accordingly.
c. The components of the income tax expense (benefit) consist of:
				
2008		
2007
Current:			
Corporate income tax		
P729,248		
P831,418		
Final tax withheld on interest income		
8,482		
13,455		
		
737,730		
844,873		
Deferred 		
(268,860)		
71,332		
		
P468,870		
P916,205		

2006
P516,051
16,775
532,826
(38,368)
P494,458

d. The reconciliations between the statutory income tax rate on income before income tax and minority interests and the Group’s
effective income tax rates follow:
				
Statutory income tax rate		
Additions to (reductions in) income tax resulting from the tax effects of:			
Interest income subjected to final tax		
Unused NOLCO and MCIT		
Equity in net earnings		
Others - net		
Effect of change in tax rate		
Effective income tax rates		

2008		
35.00%		

2007
35.00%		

2006
35.00%

(8.80)		
25.98		
- 		
.58		
23.16		

(2.68)		
3.10		
-		
48.00		
-		

(1.94)
(0.87)
0.82
-

75.92%		

83.42%		

33.01%

24. Retirement Plans
The Company and majority of its subsidiaries have funded, noncontributory retirement plans covering all of their permanent
employees. Contributions and costs are determined in accordance with the actuarial studies made for the plans. Annual cost is
determined using the projected unit credit method. The Group’s latest actuarial valuation date is December 31, 2008. Valuations
are obtained on a periodic basis.
Retirement costs charged by the Parent Company to operations amounted to P7.3 million, P1.0 million and P2.8 million in 2008,
2007 and 2006, respectively, while those charged by the subsidiaries amounted to P138.2 million, P125.7 million and P170.1
million in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively. The Group’s annual contribution to the retirement plans consists of payments
covering the current service cost and amortization of past service liability.
The components of retirement cost recognized in the consolidated statements of income in 2008, 2007 and 2006 and the amounts
recognized in the consolidated balance sheets as of December 31, 2008 and 2007 are as follows:
a. Retirement cost
				
Current service cost		
Interest cost		
Expected return on plan assets		
Net actuarial gain (loss) during the year		
Past service cost		
Effect of asset limit		
Amortization of transitional liability		
Net retirement cost		
Actual return (loss) on plan assets		

2008		
P96,730		
137,847		
(161,894)		
7,535		
193		
- 		
65,095		
P145,506		
(P123,544)		

2007
P91,054		
130,585		
(164,120)		
4,356		
210		
(690)		
65,322		
P126,717		

2006
P73,520
163,712
(125,646)
(4,938)
226
690
65,322
P172,886

P205,329		

P319,667
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b. Pension asset
						
Defined benefit obligation			
Fair value of plan assets				
Unrecognized:		
Actuarial gains 				
Net transition liability				
Amount not recognized as asset due to limit				
Pension asset			

2008
P - 		
- 		

2007
P384,512
(438,593)

- 		
- 		
- 		

50,425
(16,546)
-

P - 		

(P20,202)

c. Pension liability
						
2008
Defined benefit obligation				 P2,759,339		
Fair value of plan assets				
(2,376,263)		
Unrecognized:		
Past service costs 				
(951)		
Net actuarial gains (losses)				
(239,572)		
Net transition liability				
(65,095)		

2007
P1,426,438
(1,211,385)
(1,134)
(7,213)
(114,098)

P77,458		

P92,608

The movements in the present value of the defined benefit obligation are as follows:
						
2008
Balance at beginning of year				
P1,810,951		
Interest cost				
137,730		
Current service cost				
96,598		
Transfer from other plans				
898,516		
Benefits paid				
(155,401)		
Actuarial losses				
9,888		
Transfer to other plans				
(38,943)		
Balance at end of year				 P2,759,339		

2007
P1,596,744
130,585
87,963
300,455
(312,841)
173,538
(165,493)
P1,810,951

Pension liability				

The movements in the fair value of the plan assets are as follows:
						
2008
Balance at beginning of year				 P1,649,977		
Expected return				
161,894		
Contributions during the year				
145,764		
Transfer from other plan				
898,516		
Benefits paid				
(155,401)		
Transfer to other plans 				
(38,943)		
Actuarial gains (losses)				
(285,544)		

2007
P1,489,585
164,120
94,075
341,118
(312,841)
(165,493)
39,413

P2,376,263		

P1,649,977

Balance at end of year				

The Group expects to contribute about P145.5 million to its defined benefit pension plan in 2009.
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The major categories of plan assets as a percentage of the fair value of total plan assets are as follows:
						
Stock trading portfolio				
Fixed income portfolio
		

2008
13%		
87%		

2007
28%
72%

2008

2007

The overall expected rate of return is determined based on historical performance of investments.
The principal actuarial assumptions used to determine retirement benefits are as follows:
						

Discount rate			
8.85% to 12%
7.14% to 10%
Expected return on plan assets				
9%		
10%
Salary increase rate				
6% to 8%
6% to 8%
The historical information for the current and previous three annual periods are as follows:
		
Defined benefit obligation		
Plan assets		

2008		
P2,759,339		
2,376,263		

Deficit		
Experience adjustments on plan liabilities		
Experience adjustments on plan assets		

383,076		
9,888		
(285,544)		

2007		
2006
P1,810,951		
P1,596,744		
1,649,977		
1,489,585		
160,974		
173,538		
39,413		

107,159		
141,002		
194,020		

2005
P1,494,360
1,220,490
273,870
(55,549)
39,485

25. Related Party Disclosures
Transactions with related parties are made at normal market prices. For the periods ended December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006,
the Group did not make any allowance for impairment losses relating to amounts owed by related parties. An assessment is
undertaken at each financial year by examining the financial position of the related party and the market in which the related
party operates.
On December 28, 2004, SMC and Monterey executed a Trademark Licensing Agreement with PF-Hormel to license the Monterey
and Gannado trademarks for a period of 20 years renewable for the same period for a royalty based on net sales revenue. The
royalty fee will apply only for as long as SMC and any of its subsidiaries own at least 51% of PF-Hormel. In the event that the
ownership of SMC and any of its subsidiaries is less than 51%, the parties will negotiate and agree on the royalty fee on the
respective licenses of the Monterey and Gannado trademarks.
Other significant transactions with related parties and the related balances are as follows:
Name of Company
SMC

Relationship*

Parent
Company
		
		
		
		
SMC Shipping and Lighterage Corporation
Affiliate
		
		
		
		

Nature of Transactions		

2008		

2007

Sales			
Purchases			
Trade and other
receivables		
Trade payables and other
current liabilities		
Purchases			
Trade and other		
receivables		
Trade payables and 		
other current liabilities		

P7,437,073		
561,929		

P7,260,151
1,507,653

1,906,940		

1,882,528

704,221		
204,298		

932,528
46,656

17,925		

686

534,820		

402,494
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2008		

2007

San Miguel Rengo
Affiliate
Purchases
P193,022
Packaging Corporation		
Trade payables and other		
		
current liabilities		
54,798		
San Miguel Yamamura
Affiliate
Sales			
5,702		
Packaging Corporation		
Purchases
117,632		
(formerly San Miguel		
Trade and other		
Packaging Specialists, Inc.)		
receivables
18,480		
		
Trade payables and 		
		
other current liabilities
86,848		
San Miguel International, Ltd.
Affiliate
Trade and other		
			 receivables
42,990		
		
Trade payables and other
		
current liabilities		 3,612		
Anchor Insurance Brokerage Corporation
Affiliate
Purchases
12,044		
		
Trade and other 		
		
receivables		 204		
		
Trade payables and other		
			 current liabilities		 190		
SMC Stock Transfer Service Corporation
Affiliate
Trade and other 		
		
receivables		 147		
Ginebra San Miguel, Inc.
Affiliate
Sales		
2,110		
		
Purchases		 553		
		
Trade and other		
		
receivables
19,148		
		
Trade payables and other		
		
current liabilities
11,168		
San Miguel Properties, Inc.
Affiliate
Purchases		 957		
		
Trade and other		
		
receivables
1,312		
		
Noncurrent receivables		 291		
		
Trade payables and 		
		
other current liabilities		 691		
SMITS, Inc.
Affiliate
Sales			 251		
		
Purchases
57,675		
		
Trade and other		
		
receivables
1,040		
		
Trade payables and 		
		
other current liabilities
88,617		
Star Dari Inc.
Affiliate
Purchases
6,883		
		
Trade payables and 		
		
other current liabilities
89,287		
ArchEn Technologies, Inc.
Affiliate
Purchases
1,601		
		
Trade and other		
		
receivables		 122		
		
Trade payables and 		
		
other current liabilities
2,288		
San Miguel Yamamura Asia Corporation
Affiliate
Purchases
30,240		
		
Trade and other		
		
receivables		 479		
		
Trade payables and 		
		
other current liabilities
4,126		
San Miguel Brewery, Inc.
Affiliate
Sales			
7,859		
		
Purchases		
3,241		
		
Trade and other		
			 receivables		
20,857		
		
Trade payables and other		
			 current liabilities		
19,955		
San Miguel Beverage, Inc.
Affiliate
Sales			
4,322		
		
Purchases		
1,363		
		
Trade and other		
			 receivables		
12,618		
		
Trade payables and other		
			 current liabilities		
2,875		

P233,850

Name of Company

Forward
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Relationship*

Nature of Transactions		

50,583
175,577
252
83,763
27,710
3,612
1,623
400
73
806
21,131
8,564
108
6
5,142
344
1,570
8,383
90
55,191
50,576
83,210
5,774
23,113
5,063
127
456
2,141
16,253
112
3,147
-

Name of Company

Relationship*

SM Bulk Water Company, Inc.
Affiliate
		
SM Logistics Asia
Affiliate
		
		
San Miguel Distribution Co., Inc.
Affiliate
		
		
		
		
Philippine Breweries Corporation
Affiliate
		

Nature of Transactions		
Trade payables and other		
current liabilities		
Purchases			
Trade and other		
receivables		
Purchases			
Trade and other		
receivables		
Trade payables and other		
current liabilities		
Trade payables and
other current liabilities		

2008		

2007

P93		
- 		

P995
843

- 		
4,294		

57
2,818

209		
3,169		
678		

4,365
-

* Affiliates refer to companies owned by SMC.

Several key management personnel of the Group were employees of SMC. The compensation of these key management
personnel, which were charged by SMC to the Group as management fee, amounted to P26.7 million, P62.1 million and P58.7
million in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
The compensation of the key management personnel, who are employees of the Group, for the years ended December 31 are
as follows:
				
Short-term employee benefits		
Pension benefits		

2008		
2007
P44,053		
P28,892		
13,267		
2,609		

2006
P28,341
2,897

		

P57,320		

P31,501		

P31,238

2008		
2007
P77,194		
P30,591		

2006
P631,577

26. Basic and Diluted Earnings Per Share
Basic EPS is computed as follows:
				
Net income attributable to equity holders of the Parent (a)		
Common shares issued		
Add weighted average number of shares issued during the year		
Weighted average number of shares (b)		

141,243,350		
- 		
141,243,350		

70,378,272		
70,865,078		
141,243,350

56,498,838
13,879,434
70,378,272

Basic EPS (a/b)		

P0.55		

P0.22		

P8.97

The Group does not have diluted earnings per share for the years ended December 31, 2008, 2007 and 2006.
27. Operating Lease Agreements
The Group entered into various operating lease agreements. These non-cancelable leases will expire in various years. All leases
include a clause to enable upward revision of the rental charge on an annual basis based on prevailing market conditions. The
minimum future rental payables under these operating leases as of December 31 are as follows:
				

		

2008

2007

Within one year				
After one year but not more than five years				
After more than five years				

P116,388		
178,387		
34,517		

P110,692
129,452
72,748

				

P329,292		

P312,892

Rent expense charged to operations amounted to P662.5 million, P597.0 million and P548.6 million in 2008, 2007, and 2006,
respectively (Notes 18 and 19).
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28. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
Objectives and Policies
The Group’s principal financial instruments include non-derivative instruments such as cash and cash equivalents, investments
and short-term loans. The main purpose of these financial instruments is to raise financing for the Group’s operations. The
Group has various other financial assets and liabilities such as trade receivables and trade payables, which arise directly from its
operations.
The Group also enters into derivative transactions such as commodity options. The Group uses derivatives to manage its exposures
to foreign exchange and commodity price risks arising from the Group’s operations.
The main risks arising from the use of financial instruments are credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk - interest rate risk, foreign
currency risk and commodity price risk. The BOD has the overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Group’s
risk management framework. The Group’s risk management policies are established to identify and analyze the risks faced by the
Group, to set appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk management policies and
systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market conditions and the Group’s activities.
The Group’s accounting policies in relation to derivatives are set out in Note 3.
Interest Rate Risk
The Group’s exposure to changes in interest rates relates primarily to the Group’s notes payable (Note 14).
The Group follows a prudent policy to ensure that its exposure to fluctuations of interest rates is kept within acceptable limits. The
Group does not have short-term loans and long-term installment payables with variable interest rates.
Foreign Currency Risk
The Group’s exposure to foreign currency risk results from its business transactions denominated in foreign currency. It is the
Group’s policy to ensure that capabilities exist to active but conservative management of its foreign currency exposure.
Information on the Group’s foreign currency-denominated monetary assets and liabilities and their Philippine peso equivalents
are as follows:
		

2008			
U.S.
Peso		
Dollar
Equivalent		

2007
U.S.		
Peso
Dollar
Equivalent

Assets:				
Cash and cash equivalents		
US$1,127		
P53,556		
US$1,478		
Accounts receivable (included under “Trade and
other receivables - net” account in the
consolidated balance sheets)
3,049
144,889		
977		
Total
4,176
198,445		
2,455		
Liabilities (included under “Trade
payables and other current
liabilities” account in the
consolidated balance sheets):				
Acceptances payable
925
43,956		
343		
Trade payables
1,340
63,677		
3,779		
Total
2,265
107,633		
4,122		
Net foreign currency-denominated
assets (liabilities)		
US$1,911		
P90,812		
(US$1,667)		

P61,012
40,331
101,343

14,159
155,998
170,157
(P68,814)

With the translation of these foreign currency-denominated assets and liabilities, the Group reported net foreign exchange gains
of P5.9 million in 2008 and losses of P54.3 million in 2007 (Note 22).
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The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in the US dollar exchange rate, with all other
variables held constant, of the Group’s profit before income tax (due to changes in the fair value of monetary assets and liabilities)
and the Group’s stockholders’ equity (due to translation of results and financial position of foreign operations) as of December
31, 2008 and 2007.
2008				
P1 decrease in the US dollar
exchange rate
Effect on
Income before
Income Tax
Cash and cash equivalents		
Trade and other receivables		
		
Trade payables and other current liabilities		
		
		

(P1,127)		
(3,049)		
(4,176)		
2,265		
2,265		
(P1,911)		

Effect on
Equity (net
of tax)
(P733)		
(1,982)		
(2,715)
1,472		
1,472		
(P1,243)		

P1 increase in the US dollar
exchange rate
Effect on
Income before
Income Tax
P1,127		
3,049		
4,176
(2,265)		
(2,265)		
P1,911		

Effect on
Equity (net
of tax)
P733
1,982
2,715
(1,472)
(1,472)
P1,243

2007				
P1 decrease in the US dollar
P1 increase in the US dollar
exchange rate
exchange rate
Effect on
Effect on
Effect on
Effect on
Income before
Equity (net Income before
Equity (net
Income Tax
of tax)
Income Tax
of tax)
Cash and cash equivalents		
(P1,478)		
(P961)		
P1,478		
P961
Trade and other receivables		
(977)		
(635)
977
635
		
(2,455)		
(1,596)
2,455
1,596
Trade payables and other current liabilities		

4,122		

2,679		

(4,122)		

(2,679)

		

4,122		

2,679		

(4,122)		

(2,679)

		

P1,667		

P1,083 		

(P1,667)		

(P1,083)

Commodity Price Risk
The Group, through SMC, enters into various commodity derivatives to manage its price risks on strategic commodities.
Commodity hedging allows stability in prices, thus offsetting the risk of volatile market fluctuations. Through hedging, prices of
commodities are fixed at levels acceptable to the Group, thus protecting raw material cost and preserving margins. For hedging
transactions, if prices go down, hedge positions may show mark-to-market losses; however, any loss in the mark-to-market
positions is offset by the resulting lower physical raw material cost.
The Group uses commodity futures and options to manage the Group’s exposures to volatility of prices of certain commodities
such as soybean meal, wheat and fuel oil.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk arises from the possibility that the Group may encounter difficulties in raising funds to meet commitments from
financial instruments or that a market for derivatives may not exist in some circumstances.
The Group’s objective to manage its liquidity profile are: a) to ensure that adequate funding is available at all times; b) to meet
commitments as they arise without incurring unnecessary costs; c) to be able to access funding when needed at the least possible
cost; and d) to maintain an adequate time spread of refinancing maturities.
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The table below summarizes the maturity profile of the Group’s financial liabilities based on contractual undiscounted payments
as of December 31, 2008 and 2007.
2008
Non-derivative financial liabilities
Carrying Amount Contractual cash flow
Notes payable including accrued interest		
P11,749,174		
P11,784,993		
Trade payables and other current liabilities		
9,623,458
9,623,458		

Less than 1 year
P11,784,993
9,623,458

2007
Non-derivative financial liabilities
Carrying Amount Contractual cash flow
Notes payable including accrued interest		
P8,700,446		
P8.790,641		
Trade payables and other current liabilities		
9,038,304
9,038,304		

Less than 1 year
P8,790,641
9,038,304

Credit Risk
Credit risk, or the risk of counterparties defaulting, is controlled by the application of credit approvals, limits and monitoring
procedures. It is the Group’s policy to enter into transactions with a diversity of creditworthy parties to mitigate any significant
concentration of credit risk. The Group ensures that sales of products are made to customers with appropriate credit history and
has an internal mechanism designed to monitor the granting of credit and management of credit exposures. The Group has
made provisions, where necessary, for potential losses on credits extended. Where appropriate, the Group obtains collateral or
arranges master netting agreements.
With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial assets of the Group, which comprise of cash and cash equivalents
and certain derivative instruments, the Group’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty with a maximum
exposure equal to the carrying amount of these instruments, net of the value of collaterals, if any. Financial information on the
Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, without considering the effects of collaterals and
other risk mitigation techniques is presented below.
			
Note		
Cash and cash equivalents		
Trade and other receivables - net		
Derivative assets		
Available-for-sale investments
29

2008		
P2,782,206		
7,762,091		
35,757		
11,426		

2007
P1,342,643
7,530,107
437,960
11,321

		

P10,591,480		

P9,322,031

The Group has no significant concentration of credit risk with any counterparty.
Financial and Other Risks Relating to Livestock
The Group is exposed to financial risks arising from the change in cost and supply of feed ingredients and the selling
price of chicken, hogs and cattle and related products, all of which are determined by constantly changing market
forces of supply and demand, and other factors. The other factors include environmental regulations, weather
conditions and livestock diseases for which the Group has little control. The mitigating factors are listed below.
The Group is subject to risks affecting the food industry, generally, including risks posed by food spoilage and
contamination. Specifically, the fresh meat industry is regulated by environmental, health and food safety
organizations and regulatory sanctions. The Group has put into place systems to monitor food safety risks
throughout all stages of manufacturing and processing to mitigate these risks. Furthermore, representatives from
the government regulatory agencies are present at all times during the processing of dressed chicken, hogs and
cattle in all dressing and meat plants and issue certificates accordingly. The authorities, however, may impose
additional regulatory requirements that may require significant capital investment at short notice.
The Group is subject to risks relating to its ability to maintain animal health status considering that it has no control
over neighboring livestock farms. Livestock health problems could adversely impact production and consumer
confidence. However, the Group monitors the health of its livestock on a daily basis and proper procedures are put
in place.
The livestock industry is exposed to risk associated with the supply and price of raw materials, mainly grain prices.
Grain prices fluctuate depending on the harvest results. The shortage in the supply of grain will result in adverse
fluctuation in the price of grain and will ultimately increase the Group’s production cost. If necessary, the Group
enters into forward contacts to secure the supply of raw materials at reasonable price.
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Capital Management
The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and
healthy capital ratios in order to support its business and maximize shareholder value.
Management uses debt-to-equity ratio to monitor and review, on a regular basis, the Group’s capital, defined as Total
Stockholders’ Equity as shown in the consolidated balance sheets.
The BOD has overall responsibility for monitoring capital in proportion to risk. Profiles for capital ratios are set in the
light of changes in the Group’s external environment and the risks underlying the Group’s business operation and
industry.
The Group is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements.
29. Financial Assets and Liabilities
Fair Value of Financial Instruments
The table below presents a comparison by category of carrying amounts and fair values of the Group’s financial
instruments as of December 31, 2008 and 2007:
		

2008			
2007
Carrying
		
Carrying		
Amount
Fair Value
Amount		 Fair Value

Financial Assets:				
Cash and cash equivalents		 P2,782,206		 P2,782,206		
P1,342,643		
Trade and other receivables - net
7,762,091
7,762,091
7,530,107
Derivative assets
35,757
35,757
437,960
Available-for-sale investments
(included under “Pension and other noncurrent
assets” account in the consolidated balance sheets)
11,426
11,426
11,321
Financial liabilities:				
Notes payable
11,666,380
11,666,380
8,639,671
Trade payables and other current liabilities
9,706,252
9,706,252
9,099,078
Derivative liabilities (included under “Trade payables
and other current liabilities” account in the
consolidated balance sheets)
144,213
144,213
33

P1,342,643
7,530,107
437,960
11,321
8,639,671
9,099,078
33

The following methods and assumptions are used to estimate the fair value of each class of financial instruments:
Cash and Cash Equivalents and Trade and Other Receivables. The carrying amount of cash and cash equivalents and receivables
approximates fair value primarily due to the relatively short-term maturity of these financial instruments. In the case of long-term
receivables, the fair value is based on the present value of expected future cash flows using the applicable discount rates.
Derivatives. The fair values of embedded currency forwards are calculated by reference to current forward exchange rates.
In the case of freestanding commodity derivatives, fair values are determined based on prices obtained from the market and
counterparties. Fair values are also based on standard valuation models.
Available-for-Sale Investments. The fair values of publicly traded instruments and similar investments are estimated based on
the quoted market prices. For all other instruments with no quoted market prices, a reasonable estimate of fair value has been
calculated based on the expected cash flows or the underlying net asset base for each investment.
Notes Payable and Trade Payables and Other Current Liabilities. The carrying amount of notes payable and trade payables and other
current liabilities approximates fair value due to the relatively short-term maturity of these financial instruments.
Derivative Financial Instruments
The Group, through SMC, enters into various commodity derivative contracts to manage its exposure on commodity price risk.
The portfolio is a mixture of instruments including futures and options covering the Group’s requirements on soybean meal,
wheat and fuel oil.
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The Group’s freestanding and embedded derivative financial instruments are accounted for as hedges or transactions not
designated as hedges. The tables below set out the information about the Group’s derivative financial instruments and their fair
values as of December 31, 2008 and 2007:
				
Notional Quantity
(In Metric Tons)

December 31, 2008
Notional
Derivative
Amount		
Assets		

Derivative instruments designated as hedges:				
Cash flow hedges - Commodity options
571
US$ PDerivative instruments not designated as hedges:
Freestanding - Commodity options
36,006
- 		
Embedded - Currency forwards
23,414
35,757
Net
36,577
US$23,414
P35,757
				
Notional Quantity
(In Metric Tons)

Derivative
Liabilities
P9,922
119,626
14,665
P144,213

December 31, 2007
Notional
Amount		

Derivative
Assets		

Derivative instruments not designated as hedges:				
Freestanding - Commodity options
187,788		
US$ P195,572
Embedded - Currency forwards
55,804
242,388
Net
187,788
US$55,804
P437,960

Derivative
Liabilities
P 33
P33

Derivative Instruments Accounted for as Hedges
Cash Flow Hedge. The Group has outstanding options that have been entered into on its behalf by SMC to hedge fuel oil
requirements in 2009. These options can be exercised at various calculation dates in 2009 with specified quantities on each
calculation date. As of December 31, 2008, the notional quantity allocated to the Group is 571 metric tons. The negative fair value
of these options amounted to P9.9 million.
As of December 31, 2007, the Group has no outstanding options designated as hedge on the purchase of commodity.
Other Derivative Instruments Not Designated as Hedges
The Group enters into certain derivatives as economic hedges of certain underlying exposures. Such derivatives, which include
freestanding commodity options and embedded currency forwards are not designated as accounting hedges. The gains or losses
on these instruments are accounted for directly in the consolidated statements of income.
Freestanding Derivatives. Freestanding derivatives consist of various commodity options entered into by the Group.
The Group has outstanding bought and sold options to hedge fuel oil requirements in 2009. These options can be exercised
at various calculation dates in 2009 with specified quantities on each calculation date. As of December 31, 2008, the notional
quantity allocated to the Group is 1,714 metric tons. The negative fair value of these options amounted to P25.8 million. As of
December 31, 2007, the Group has no outstanding commodity option for the purchase of fuel oil.
The Group also has outstanding sold and purchased wheat options with various maturities in 2008 and 2009. As of December
31, 2008 and 2007, the notional quantity allocated to the Group is 34,292 and 153,496 metric tons, respectively. The net negative
fair value of these options as of December 31, 2008 amounted to P93.9 million while the net positive fair value as of December
31, 2007 was P132.0 million.
In 2007, the Group also has outstanding structured soybean meal option with a notional quantity of 45,723 metric tons. These
options were early exercised in 2007. As of December 31, 2007, the net positive fair value of these options amounted to P63.6
million. The Group has no outstanding commodity options for the purchase of soybean meal as of December 31, 2008.
Embedded Derivatives. The Group’s embedded derivatives include currency forwards embedded in non-financial contracts. As of
December 31, 2008 and 2007, the total outstanding notional amount of such embedded currency forwards amounted to US$23.4
and US$55.8 million, respectively. These non-financial contracts consist mainly of foreign-currency denominated purchase orders,
sales agreements and capital expenditures. As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, the net positive fair value of these embedded
currency forwards amounted to P21.1 and P242.4 million, respectively.
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Fair Value Changes on Derivatives
The net movements in fair value changes of all derivative instruments for the years ended December 31 are as follows:
					
Balance at beginning of year		
Net changes in fair value of derivatives:		
Designated as accounting hedges		
Not designated as accounting hedges		
		
Less fair value of settled instruments		
Balance at end of year		

2008		
P437,927		

2007
P148,885

(10,945)		
(472,066)		
(45,084)		
63,372		
(P108,456)		

7,761
617,171
773,817
335,890
P437,927

Hedge Effectiveness Results. As of December 31, 2008, the effective fair value changes on the Group’s cash flow
hedges that were deferred in equity, net of tax, amounted to P7.8 million.
The Group has no outstanding derivatives designated as hedges as of December 31, 2007.
Cumulative Translation Adjustments
The net movement in the cumulative translation adjustments pertaining to cash flow hedges for the years ended
December 31, 2008 and 2007 are as follows:
					
Balance at beginning of year
Changes in fair value of cash flow hedges		
Transferred to income and expenses and cost basis adjustment		
Tax effects of items transferred from equity		
Balance at end of year

2008		
P - 		
10,945		
251		
(3,359)		
(P7,837)		

2007
(P49)
(6,291)
6,367
(27)
P -

30. Employee Stock Purchase Plan
SMC offers shares of stocks to employees of SMC and its subsidiaries under the Employee’s Stock Purchase Plan
(ESPP). Under the ESPP, all permanent Philippine-based employees of SMC and its subsidiaries who have been
employed for a continuous period of one year prior to the subscription period will be allowed to subscribe at a price
equal to the weighted average of the daily closing market prices for three months prior to the offer period less 15%
discount. A participating employee may acquire at least 100 shares of stocks through payroll deductions.
The ESPP requires the subscribed shares and stock dividends accruing thereto to be pledged to SMC until the
subscription is fully paid. The right to subscribe under the ESPP cannot be assigned or transferred. A participant may
sell his shares after the second year from exercise date.
The ESPP also allows subsequent withdrawal and cancellation of participants’ subscriptions under certain terms and
conditions.
Expenses for share-based payments, charged to operations under “administrative expenses” account, amounted to
P5.5 million, P6.1 million and P7.8 million in 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively.
31. Other Matters
a. Toll Agreements
The significant subsidiaries are into toll processing with various contract growers, breeders, contractors and
processing plant operators (collectively referred to as “the Parties”). The terms of the agreements, among others,
include the following:
• The Parties have the qualifications to provide the contracted services and have the necessary manpower,
facilities and equipment to perform the services contracted.
•  Tolling fees paid to the Parties are based on the agreed rate per acceptable output or processed product.  The
fees are normally subject to review in cases of changes in costs, volume and other factors.
• The periods of the agreement vary. Negotiations for the renewal of any agreement generally commence six
months before expiry date.
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Total tolling expenses in 2008, 2007 and 2006 amounted to P2.7 billion, P2.9 billion, and P2.2 billion,
respectively.
b. Contingencies
The Group is a party to certain lawsuits or claims (mostly labor related cases) filed by third parties which are either
pending decision by the courts or are subject of settlement agreements. The outcome of these lawsuits or claims
cannot be presently determined. In the opinion of management and its legal counsel, the eventual liability from
these lawsuits or claims, if any, will not have a material effect on the Group’s consolidated financial statements.
c. Commitments
The outstanding capital and purchase commitments as of December 31, 2008 and 2007 amounted to P19.5
billion and P22.4 billion, respectively.
d. Foreign Exchange Rates
For purposes of translating the Group’s foreign currency-denominated monetary assets and liabilities, the
exchange rates used were P47.52 to US$1, P41.28 to US$1 and P49.03 to US$1 as of December 31, 2008, 2007
and 2006, respectively.
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